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Regents Drop All Charges

Curris' Full Powers Restored

rv

ge
,ot

Murray State University regents to- to drop charges which had been scal- the board "will not
tolerate any the board. Prior to the board's rejecday restored full authority to the ed downward.
retaliation by any means directly or tion of the request, MSU
attorney
school president. Dr. Constantine CuToday's action was unanimous by indirectly against any witness that James Overby
had told the board
rls.
the full board.
may have testified or offered to testify "witnesses will not
testify unless this
The action, approved by the full
Also unanimously approved by the or anyone who has assisted in the in- board, by
resolution, assures ... that
board, came only a few hours after a board today was a resolution ap- vestigation of this case
in any way."
the board will not tolerate pressure
majority of the board allowed to sit at parently designed to protect inA similar resolution had been re- against the witnessl es I or a
member
hearing Saturday and Monday voted dividuals who had testified in the pro- quested by board
attorneys Monday
See CURRIS,
against removing Curris and decided ceeding. That resolution says, in part, afternoon but it
was turned down by
Page 16, Column 5

Woman Killed In Gunshot Accident
A gunshot accident has taken the
life of a young Hamlin resident and
Murray business employee, Mrs. Debbie Filbeck Triplett, Scenic Valley
Drive, Hamlin.
Calloway County Coroner Tommy
Walker said the death which occurred
at 10:55 p.m. Wednesday at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
had been ruled accidental.
The Calloway County Sheriff's office received the call to go to the
Triplett home at 9:29 p.m. Wednesday. Officials said Mrs. Triplett talked with them while coming to Murray
in an ambulance and told them she
was examining a 22 caliber hand gun
when it accidently went off striking
her in the chest.
Debbie F. Triplett
Mrs. Triplett arrived at the hospital
at 10:20 p.m. and was pronounced p.m., according to Coroner Walker.
dead by hospital officials at /0:55
The young woman, 20, was an
••••

Mental Health Board
Postpones Plans For
Building New Facility
Uncettainty over proposed federal
budget cuts and their impact on local
programs have prompted the MurrayCalloway County Mental Health and
Mental Retardation Board to
postpone for at least a year further
development of a new facility to serve
residents of this area.
Keith Hays, chairman of the local
board, says it is unfortunate that further development on this facility must
be delayed. The board's present structures on Main Street house an activity
program for mentally retarded adults
and provides clinical office space to
the Western Kentucky Regional Men-

Six File For
Council;Clerk's
Field Widens

.1

Six more persons, two of them
Republican, have entered the race for
the Murray City Council and another
person has filed for circuit court clerk
as of press time the day before the
April 1 filing deadline.
Ralph McCuiston, L. D. Miller, Art
Jewell and Gary Rowland have filed
for the council positions on the
Democratic ticket, while Jan Heller
and Tommy Sanders have filed on the
Republican ticket, according to county clerk Marvin Harris. In addition,
James L. "Jim" Johnson has entered
the race for circuit court clerk.
The latest council filings bring the
number of candidates for the 12.
member legislative body to 17 — 15
Democrats and two Republicans. Incumbents who have filed include
Steve Sammons, Ruby Hale, Loyd B.
Arnold, William R. Furches, J. Hardiman Nix, C. C. Lowry and Mac
Fitts. Others in the race are David
Hill, Billy J. Balentine, Robert Downs
and Keith Hays.
Johnson will oppose Sheriff Max
Morris and deputy'circuit court clerk
Ann Paschall Wilson for the clerk
post.

tal Health and Mental Retardation
Board Inc.
These converted residences no
longer meet the need for teaching or
counseling space, Hays said. In addition to not being energy efficient, the
structures are not fully accessible to
the handicapped and insdfficient
space renders program less effective
than they should be, he said.
Hays noted, however, that the local
board does plan on constructing a new
facility in the future."One reality that
cannot be ignored," says Hays, "is
that of obtaining an increased level of
local financial support if this program
is going to continue to serve Calloway
County."
The local board is now reviewing its
options for developing local dollars.
These options may include selling one
of the buildings currently' owned by
the local board.
"The Charity Ball has continually
been an extremely important fundraising event for Our program;
however,the amount of money involved in building and maintaining such a
facility' goes beyond what this group
of supporters has raised each year,"
commented Hays. I,ocal financial institutions and civic organizations
have pledged to do what they can, but
this, also, is limited, he said.
"This program has always been one
which the community could be proud
to support. Now, if we're going to continue, the community will have to
reaffirm its support of the program,"
Hays said.

Calloway Board To
Meet Thursday
The Calloway County School Board
will hold its monthly meeting at 4:30
p.m. Thursday, April 2, in the board of
education office on College Farm
Roar— according to Jack Rose,
superintendent.
Items on the agenda include personnel recommendations, reviews of
several bids and the superintendent's
report, Rose said.

employee of Twin lakes Office Products, Inc., Murray. A 1978 graduate
of Marshall County High School, she
was it member of the Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Born June 26, 1960, in Michigan, she
was the daughter of Gilbert Wayne
Filbeck and Marion King Filbeck,
who survive. She and her husband,
Walter J. Red Triplett, who survives, were married Aug. 31, 1980.
Mrs. Triplett is survived by her husband; her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Filbeck, Benton Route 3, Oak Grove

Comniunity; one sister, Miss Eva
Mae Filbeck, Benton Route 3; two
brothers, Darrell Filbeck, Benton
Route 4, and Hoye Dale Filbeck, Benton Route 3; grandfather, Clarence
King, Atlanta, Mich.; step grandfather. Trellis Gore, Benton Route 3.
The funeral has been scheduled
Thursday at 1 p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home with
burial to follow in the Brewers
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. on Wednesday.

Three Others Wounded By Assailant

Reagan Escapes Assassination

WASHINGTON API — President
Reagan was listed in "exceptionally'
good condition" today and doctors
said he could resume command of the
nation from his hospital bed a day
after being shot in the chest by a
"wandering, aimless and irresponsible" young assailant.
Reagan. the eighth American president to be the target of an assassination attempt, faces up to two weeks of
hospitalization after being hit in the
chest by one of six bullets that also
gravely injured White House press
secretary James S. Brady and felled
two lawmen.

Presidential spokesman Larry
Speakes quoted Dr. Daniel Huge, the
White House physician, as saying
after visiting Reagan early today that
his "vital signs are all in the normal
range." Tubes in the president's
throat were removed during the night
and Reagan slept well,Speakes said.
Ruge said Brady, fighting for his
life after being shot through the brain,
was "serious but improving" today,
Speakes said.
A Secret Service agent and a
Washington policeman also wounded
in the assassination attempt were
listed in stable condition today.

James L. Johnson Files For
Office Of Circuit Court Clerk
James L. i Jimi Johnson, former
executive vice president of the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce for 20 years, has filed for
the office of Calloway County circuit
court clerk.
In making the announcement.
Johnson said, "The circuit court
clerk's Office is suffering from an
overload of work and a stifling shortage of space. The office has been
divided into two offices causing inconvenience to the public and the
staff, as well as added expense toward
operation of the business of the
courts." Johnson pledged "complete
cooperation in seeking to enlarge the
offices and to bring the latest and
most modern techniques" to the office.
The candidate also said he expected
to keep the office staff, if elected, and
would seek only one term of office.
Johnson and his wife, Verda Mae,
reside ak 509 North 3rd St. They have
one sons Jimmy, of Nashville.
Johnson, a member of the First
United Methodist Church, is a Murray
High School graduate and attended
Murray State University, University
of Kentucky, and Northwestern
University'.

James L. Johnson
Johnson, who served four years as
tax commissioner in the 1950s, is
listed in Who's Who in America,
Who's Who in Business and Who's
Who in Finance and Industry. He
served on Gov. Edward T. Breathitt's
Social Services Advisory' Commission
and as director of the Kentucky
Travel Council. Johnson has also lectured in business and marketing at
MSU.
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thunderstorms
Thunderstorms ending early this
evening then clearing aria Itternnu
coolertonight Low tonight 45 to 50.
Sunny Wednesday with high in the
mid to upper 60s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Thursday' through Saturday:
Dry on Thursday and a chance
of thunderstorms Friday And
Saturday.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
355 80
Kentucky Lake
355.78

ASSASSINATION ATTEMV — Secret Service agents push President
Reagan into his car as shots rang out Monday outside the
Washington Hilton Hotel. Reagan, press secretary James Brady,
Secret Service agent Timothy McCarthy and Washington policeman
Thomas Delahanty all were hit by the assassin's bullets. The photo
was taken from a television tape of the incident

SAFETY STICKERS — Over 600 child safety stickers were distributed
Saturday at both local shopping centers and the downtown area to
parents with children under 12. The stickers, to be placed in the upper left corner of each child's bedroom, identify to firemen in case of
a residential fire where children may be located. Stickers, purchased
and provided by the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's
Club, still are available at both fire houses. Old red ball stickers are
asked to be taken down by April 1. Stickers for handicapped persons
also are available. Shown are (from left) Wally, Ruth Ann and Clint
Taylor Kappas Judy Tucker and Jennifer Crouse; firefighter Louis
Perry; and lamie Cantrell.

recreation, would be able to resume a
full range of physical activity within
three months.
Reagan. cracking jokes before and
after two hours of emergency
surgery, was kept in an intensive care
unit after a bullet was removed from
A suspect, identified as John War- his left lung.
nock Hinckley Jr., 25. of Evergreen, Hinckley, the alleged assailant seizColo., was arrested and held without ed immediately after the -six shots
bond on a charge of attempting to were fired from a .22-caliber "Saturassassinate the
. president. FBI day night special" icom 10 feet as
spokesman Roger Young said he Reagan left the Washington Hilton
knew of no motive far the attack.
Hotel, was charged in a midnight
Doctors at George Washington court appearance with attempting to
University Hospital said the 70-year- assassinate Reagan and assaulting a
old Reagan — the oldest man ever Secret Service agent. U.S Magistrate
elected president — was expected Ur-Arthur L. Burnett ordered him held
have no complications arid should be without bail.
able to make presidential decisions toNo charges were filed in the
day.
shootings of Brady and the policeman.
"One has to let the effects of the
U.S. Attorney Charles Ruff said
anesthesia wear off, but I think that Hinckley's parents
said their son was
all of us feel that by tomorrow he undergoing
psychiatric care and
would be capable of doing that." Dr. described him as
"wandering.
Dennis 0'Lea Ty, the hospital aimless and
irresponsible." Harold
spokesman, said Monday night. "We Covington of Raleigh.
N.C., the head
do not believe there is any permanent of the neo-Nazi National
Socialist Parinjury."
ty of America,said Hinckley was once
Lyn Nofziger, Reagan's political a party' member
but quit in 1979,
aide who took up the chores as chief
It was the ninth attempt on a presispokesman, said Monday evening: dent's life. Four
attacks were sue"The president will be fully capable of cessful. In four others,
the intended
making decisions tomorrow, accor- victim was not
wounded.
ding to the doctors."
See RFAGAN,
O'Leary said the president, who
Page 16, Column 5
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Campus Reacts To
Assassination Try
Several Murray' State University officials commented on the attempted
assassination.

not" reflect social conditions.
"A violent incident like this raises
important social questions. However,
very often figures who commit these
violent acts seem to be mentall
disoriented persons whose actions
could not have been predicted. There
is a personal element that simply'
defies any effort at assigning a social
cause."
Dr. Gene Garfield, an associate professor in the department of political
science and legal studies, said that
although he was sickened and saddened by the whole action, he was impressed by the quickness and the
ability of the government to function
tinder such a crisis situation.
"I was somewhat bothered.
however," he said, -by' some of the
statements from leading governtnent
figures such as Secretary' of State
Alexander Haig. His statement that
he had control of the White House was
certainly out of line and didn't represent constitutional reality. The line of
succession to the presidency is clearly
defined in the Constitution."

Dr. Richard Butwell, vice president
for academic programs whose career
includes service as a naval intelligence officer in the Pentagon,
said, "It is inconceivable- toi me at
least, that this nation can continue to
experience the outrageous killing of
its president or the attempt to
assassinate its leaders
"Admitedly, this is a complex and
changing society in which there are
extreme tensions but 04 American
people have consistently ailed to face
up to the problem of violence and
simply must doso if our free politicalsystem is not to-be harmed," he added.
Dr. Winfield Rose, chairman of the
department of political science and
legal studies,0 questioned security
measures. "According to the news
reports I've seen, there was an obvious relaxation of security. Hinkley
was not supposed to have been in an
area reserved for the press.
Dr. Charles Ilomra, chairman of
"I think sometimes we become
careless about security of the Presi- the department of psychology, said
dent. There were no attempts on the the Reagan shooting gave him
life of President Carter that I can "flashbacks of the Kennedy shooting
recall, and after a period of time we in 1963 when I was a graduate student."
tend to be less careful."
Rose added that the "basic pro-I have one big rock in my
blem" is that absolute protection for a stomach," he
said. "I ain horrified
President is impossible. "About the and outraged
and feel very helpless\
best thing a President could do would just as. lam
sure, a lot of others do.
be lock himself in the White House.
"How many times can a giivernBut of course this is politically not ac- ment survive
these kinds of events? I
ceptable."
have no answer. The event is appall[Ir. Joseph CartwrigAtt, chairman of ing, And yet I guess
it's that kind of
the department of history', noted that ,
risk that one must take in -;
assassination attempts "may or niay democracy."

'
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Annual Style Shoff'—

At Club Features St. Patrick's Day Theme
By Kathryn R.Carman
Beggora — 'Us like entering an Irish flower garden',
a guest was heard toexclaim
as she entered the Murray
Woman's Club House on St
Patrick's Day. The occasion
was the Music Department's
27th annual consecutive
style show Two wicker
chairs in the foyer flanked
the table Where the ladies
registered for door prizes
Flowers were literally
everywhere and the walls
were decorated with huge
shamrocks and colorful spring clottung
The mantel and fireplace
was an especially attractive
focal point. An impish
leprechaun sat on the mantel
shelf — surrounded by tulie
in wicker baskets. Shamrt
trees were on either side or
the fireplace and wede flanked by huge ferns, greenery
and more tulips. The piano
and occasional tables held
floral arrangements and
bloonung potted plants.
The Decorations Committee with Polly Garland as
chairman was composed of
B. J. Berrill, Barbara
Jewell, Betty Lowry, Laura
Miller and Pat Weatherly.
Tables for four were
overlaid with colorful cloths.

Favors marked the places.
Emerald green napkins and
centerpieces of fresh
shamrocks in wicker baskets
completed the table decorations.
The,luncheon at noon was
a "Leprechaun's Delight" a delectable, colorful fruit
plate served with finger
sandwiches arid a huge scoop
of lime sherbert on fresh
melon. Beverages were coffee and tea. Nornne Winter
and her committee prepared
the luncheon. Assisting her
were: Cecilia Brock, Joanne
Cavitt, Martha Crafton, Bea
Farrell, Libby Hart, Sadie
Nell Jones, Pat Kiesow, Irma LaFollette, Edith NoffsInger, Euldene Robinson,
Barbara Simons and Betty
Thompson.
In the evening at the second show of the day, Irish
sweets were served with coffee. The food committee
chaired by Martha Cook
was: Margaret Boone, Fransuelle Cole, Wanda Dick,
Jean Hudder, Barbara Lax,
Kathy Mower, Jan Wilson
and Joan Wilson.
Model assistants were;
Sue Bazzell, Jo urris, Fay
Nell Flora, Mary Beth Hays,
Wanda Jo Moseley, Doris
Rose and Vickie Travis,

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frani.es Drake

7'e
1.‘sW

FOR WEDNESDAY,APRIL 1, 1981
What kind of day will tomor- clandestine involvement.
row be? To find out what the SAGITTAliarg
stars say, read the forecast [ Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 )
given for your birth Sign.
Watch speech now. Innocent
remarks could be taken the
ARIES
wrong way by overly-sensitive
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 )
types. Friends may intrude on
Relations with friends are privacy later.
touchy now. You may opt for CAPRICORN
seclusion towards nightfall. [ Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
Don't dwell on partnership
Postpone shopping expediconcerns.
tions. You could make an unTAURUS
wise purchase. Mix-ups are
[ Apr. 20 to May 20 [
possible regarding business
Be aboveboard in career negotiations.
dealings. Behind-the-scenes AQUARIUS
0.1•0
plans run into snags. Pressing I Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
work concerns may mean
you
make
could
Moodiness
cancelling a get-together.
difficult to get along with.
GEMINI
Watch cutting remarks. You'll
[ May 21 to June 20)
receive conflicting advice
Inmay
unexpected
The
about financial matters.
terfere with a planned trip. PISCES
Friends at a distance may be [ Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
troublesome. Don't talk
A bargain may not be a
business when socializing.
bargain at all. Steer clear of
CANCER
dubious transactions.
[ June 21 to July 22>
Safeguard valuables. Don't
Handle higher-ups with kid ask for financial favors now
gloves. A child seems unpredictable. Don't let home
YOU BORN TODAY have
concerns make you discourag- an adventurous attitude
ed. Be determined.
towards life. You may experiLEO
ment before settling on a
[ July 23 to Aug. 22
career, though you'll have
A close tie may be moody. It success in both business and
won't take much to set this the arts. Often, you're in
person off. Be diplomatic. business for yourself. You
Talks about joint spending have leadership abilities, but
may bog down.
at times can be egotistical.
VIRGO
You may be talented in proAug. 23 toSept. 22)
motional work, and will have
Interruptions could in- success in brokerage, selling
terfere with work progress. and advertising. Writing, acSomeone is difficult to reach ting, finance, painting and
by phone. Money concerns af- religion are other fields which
fect partnerslups.
promise you satisfaction.
LIBRA
Learn to finish what you start.
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Debbie
of:
Birthdate
Don't argue about how to Reynolds, actress; William
spend leisure time. Refrain Manchester, author; and Edfrom buying on impulse_ mond Rostand, playwright.
Watch dinnertime selfindulgence. Safeguard health.
SCORPIO
[ Oct. 23 to Nov. 21, 171/41C..
Don't get into a hassle about
household chores. Afternoon
restlessness could lead to inSidestep
discretions.

wva

Timers were Barbara Brandon, Margie Shown and
Marilyn Walker
The models appeared
three at a time from behind a
carved wooden screen. The
east wall of the house was
their "gathering place in the
garden," were they were
seated on a white wicker settee and chair, both
upholstered in emerald
green and white fabric, and
placed on a lush emerald
green carpet. They walked
onto the floor through a
white wrought iron archway.
Pedestals on either side held
spring flowers in large white
wicker baskets. On the floor
were ferns, other potted
greenery and flowering
plants. A charming white
wicker flower cart in front of
the screen was filled with
lavish spring blossoms, a
veritable riot of color.
Rebecca Dublin arranged
with the stores for the
models. Models were: Kacie
Bolls, Kelly Bolls, Damara
Lanier, Claire Benton,
Cecilia Brock, Judy Carroll,
Betty Casey, Jan Cooper,
Amy Doran, Rebecca
Dublin, Sandy Fulton,
Cheryl Glore,, Paulette
Hooks, Jana Hughes, Betty
Lowry, Cathy Mattis, Linda
Nance, Teresa Nance,
Miriam Olree, Renee
Overbey, Sue Overbey, Betty Jo Purdom, Dawn Sledd,
Margaret Trevathan, Renee
Wynn,and Bill Wilson.

were
Commentators
Kathryn Carman at noon
and Carole Hahn in the evening. Other cornnuttees were
Ticket Sales — Neva Gray
Allbritten, Becky Jo Jones
and Linda Nance. A committee at large was comprised
of Jo Ann Cohoon, Dorothy
Crouse, Mary Hocking,
Clara Humphrey, Glenda
Roos and Helen Wilcox.
Publicity committee was
Kathryn Carman, Marietta
O'Bryan, Betty Thompson,
Pat Seiber and Ann Uddberg.
B. J. Herrin arranged for
entertainment during intermission for each of the
shows.
At the luncheon, Robert
Valentine sang Irish songs to
his own guitar accompaniment. The audience joined
him in singing choruses.

In the evening, the Murray
State brass quintet performed. Members are: Rick Kupchella, Manager; Drew
Trumpet;
Cremisio,
Samar
Mahfoud,
Trumpet; Gray Scaglione,
French Horn; Greg Crider,
Trombone; and Dale Steven,
Bass Trombone.
Suzanne Johnson, at the
piano, provided background
music for both shows.
Jean Bennett is chairman
of the Music Department.
Karen Bolls and Louise
Weatherly were Style Show
Chairmen,

Italian
Spaghetti
Special

tended from Murray Vocational. Each member competed in one or more contests
which involved taking a test,
presenting a speech, or completing a written manual.
Winners from Murray include:
Teresa Bridges, 4th place.
Food Service
Gaye Woodall, 1st place,
Display

Hamburger
& Chopped Steak
Special!

oniN
Orth

with garlic bread

7

2

Price

salad 40'
e‘tra

scholarly.
The introduction to the
book says "Every one has
psychic power. Perhaps you
have already had some indication that you have
psychic power, at a time
when, somehow you just
knew that something • had
happened, before the news of
that event had arnved. I am
sure you have known of
others who foretold some
event.
"You can learn to use your
psychic power, consciously,
to heal yourself and others.
Then the more you use it, the
more you will be able to do
with it.
"In this book it is explained how everything is composed of Almighty Energy,
the Force in the universe and
how you can use this
Almighty Energy, sending it
forth to heal in the same way

inside dIrtont •Ink

fret' Refills on Drinks

free Refills on Drinks

WEDNESDAY
4-10 P.M.
You Can't Eat This Good
At Home For This Price

that it was sent forth by
Jesus of Nazareth. In Luke
6:19, we read, 'Power came
forth from him and healed
them all.' Step by step, this
book will teach you, through
the metaphysics of Jesus of
Nazareth, to use your own
amazing psychic power to
heal yourself and others."
The Reverend Havens,
who has degrees MA and
BD, resides in Los Angeles
and continues to work in the
church, write and to be active in the real estate
business. Mrs. Havens died
several years ago and the
children are leading lives of
their own.
His daughter, Martha
Frances, is married to Jimmy Moyer, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Moyer who
have returned to Murray
after residing in Texas and

Tonya Pridemore, 3rd
place,Creative Marketing
Kathy Bynum, 3rd place,
Merchandising
General
Manual
Jennifer Waldrop, 2nd
place,Sales Demonstration
Barbie Mattox, 2nd place,
Apparel and Accessories
Manual
Shelia Irvin, 3rd place,
Public Speaking
Susan Anderson, 2nd
Place, Finance and Credit
Manual
Bradley Thompson, 2nd
Place, Food Marketing
Manual
Tina Pritchett, 5th place,
Food Marketing
Penny Elkins, 2nd place,
Anti-Shoplifting Project
The winners will attend
the Kentucky State DECA
Conference which will be
held in Louisville April 15-17,
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D & T Warehouse Foods
You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town
March 31, 1981 Through April 7
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Fun &
Treats For
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The North Calloway
Elementary School ParentTeacher Club will meet
Thursday, April 2, at 7 p.m.
in the school cafeteria.
Following the meeting the
public will be invited to visit
the 1981 North Science Fair
exhibited in the school gymnasium.
All parents, teachers, and
interested persons are urged
to attend, a PTC spokesman
said.

t.

Aurora

.-

North PTC
Will Meet
Thursday

SPRING RAINCOATS — poplin -assorted
colors - 20% off
SPRING BLAZERS - assorted colors - silk,
polyester and linen - 20% off
SPRING DRESSES - reg. price 34.00 to
88.00 - special price 26.00 to 76.00
MAIDENFORM BRA SALE - don't miss our
once a year sale on sweet somethings, no
show, and more!
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1
/
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California since he retired
from the Tappan Company
where he was general
manager

SPRING FEVER SALE!
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Athol Havens, former
of the First Christian
Church here has written and
published a book "The
Metaphysics of Jesus of
Nazareth." A copy came to
Lucille Austin and
recently. Mine was
autographed "Best Wishes
to lAx.tue Hart.•• It is
dedicated to his children
Martha, Vivian, Allen and
mother, Martha
their
Frances.
This communication brings to mind the years he lived across the street from us
when we lived on Olive and
his children and my one
played. There was an adult
neighborhood birthday club
when the special days were
observed with a covered dish
dinner.
Athol was quite young
when he came to Murray and
had limited experience in the
pulpit. He was tall, blonde,
handsome and wore thicklense eye glasses. We had
been used to older, chubbier
ministers who dressed in
modest street clothes when
they served in church. Imagine our surprise when, he
appeared at the lecturn on
his first Sunday, dressed in
striped pants, frock-tail coat
and formal shirt and collar.
But we got used to that style
of dress and loved hint. His
sermons were usually
pastor

Winners At DECA Conference
Members of the Murray
Center
Vocational
Education
Distributive
Clubs of America attended
the Region I DECA conference held at Murray State
University on Monday,
March 23. Approximately
500 members from 22
Western Kentucky schools
participated.
Thirty-eight members at-

1),Litchi' Noll

4. V. Havens
Author-Publisher
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' Big Bird Comes
To DEtT Warehouse Foods
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Community Events Are Listed
Tuesday, March 31
Wednesday, April 1
Calloway Band Boosters
Memorial Baptist Church
will have a special called Puppeteers will present a
meeting at 7 p.m. at the program at Salem Baptist
Calloway County High Church at 7 p.m
School Band room.
Deadline for applications
Murray Band Boosters for the Kentucky Little Miss,
will meet at 6:30 pin, at the Kentucky Miss Pre-Teen and
Murray Middle School Kentucky Miss Junior Teen
Cafeteria.
Pageants for May 17 at Murray State Lovett Auditorium
Murray TOPS take off is today. This is sponsored
pounds sensibly Club will by Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health of Woodmen of World. Send
Center.
applications to 1615 Loch Lomond Drive. Murray.
Singles Class of Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ
Student art exhibitions by
will meet at 7 p.m. at the Rebecca Lynn Stewart,
church building.
Vienna, Ill., Nancy Mueth,
St. Louis, Mo., and Desiree
Annual Future Business LaOrange, Idaho Falls,
Leaders of America regional 'dal°, will be on exhibit in
conference will be held all the Eagle Ga116ry, Fine Arts
day in Lovett Auditorium, Center, Murray State,
Murray State University. through Aprkl 12.
For information call 7622998.
Contemporary art echibition frm the collection of Mr.
Murray State faculty sax- and Mrs. James Morgan will
ophone quartet composed of be shown in the Clara M.
Smith,
Ray
Roger Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Reictunuth, Donald Story, Center, Murray State
and Gerald Welker will pre- University,through April 14.
sent a recital at 8:15 p.m. in
Hazel and Douglas Centers
the Recital Hall Annex, Fine
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
Arts Center, Murray State.
p.m. for activities by the
Alcoholics Anonymous will Senior Citizens with lunch at
meet at 8 p.m. at the West Hazel at 11:45 a.m, and at
Kentucky Livestock and Ex- Douglas at 12 noon.
position Center.
Nature's Palette Garden
Parents Anonymous will Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
meet at 6:30 p.m. For infor- the Ellis Community Center
mation call 753-5995 or 435- with Rowena Stubblefield as
the scheduled hostess.
4385.

HEALTH

Wednesday, April 1
Bioethics Workshop will be
at 1:30 p m and public form
on "Recent Trends and
Ethical Implications Arising
From Brain Death" will be
at 8p m. in the Nursing Hall
Building, Murray State
University.

Unsettled by maturation
Lawrence E Lamb M D

United Campus Ministry
luncheon will be at 12'30
p.m. at the Ohio Room,
University Center, Murray
State, with Dr. Farouk Umar
as the scheduled speaker
Thursday, April 2
Legion of Mary will meet
at 10:40 a.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Knights of Columbus
Council will meet at 7:30
p.m. at St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Murray State University
Symphony Orchestra, Neale
B. Mason, conductor, will
present a concert at 8:15
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium,
MSU. This is free and open to
the public.

SERVING HERE — Elder and Sister Fox have been
called by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints to serve as missionaries in the Tennessee Nashville
Mission and they will be located in Murray. The Foxes
came from their home in Spokane, Wash., where their
three chidren And 16 grandchildren now live. He has
been associated with the farming and feed industry for
the past 40 years. He has farmed and raised horses and
is a past president of the Washington State Sheriffs
Posse Association. They said they were looking forward to working with the people in Kentucky. The
church has over 30,000 missionaries serving in many
parts of the world and has a membership of over 4
million members, Elder Fox said.

THE ACES"

IRA G CORN, JR

Murray Middle School
PTO will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the school with the program
by the Seventh and Eighth
Grade Band.

"A good man who goes
wrong is Just a bad man who
has been found out " — Bob
Edwards

North çalloway ElemenScho PTC will meet at
t the school
7 p.m.
Declarer went wrong in
cafeter4u Science Fair pro- his play of today's unusual
jects will be on exhibit.
game. To go right he had to
give his opponent the opportunity
to make a great
Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club will defensive play.
This
hand
is from the star
meet at 9:45 a.m. at the club
Goshen United Methodist house to leave for special collection of Jan Wohlin of
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
Stockholm. It shows how
the First United Methodist Church Women are schedul- programs in the Land declarer must sometimes be
ed to meet at 7 p.m. at the Between the Lakes.
Church will be at 7 a.m.
good to his opponents in
church.
order to be good to himself
East Elementary Title I
Dummy's heart jack was
Murray Women of the
Parent Advisory Council will
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at covered by East and declarer won with his king. The
meet at 6:15 p.m. at East
Mission groups of Flint the lodge hall.
ace and queen of clubs were
School.
Baptist Church will meet at 7
played. East winning and
p.m. at the church.
Ellis, Hazel, and Douglas returning the heart nine
Wednesday, April
Centers will be open for ac- Declarer ducked and West
Murray -Calloway
Cherry Corner, Baptist tivities by the Senior played his heart eight to sigMinisterial Association will Church mission groups are Citizens. Ellis will be open nal for a spade shift (declarmeet at 8 a.m. in the private scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. with er was "known- to have the
heart ace by the way he
dining room of the hospital
lunch at 12 noon; Hazel and played clubs).
cafeteria.
Overaters Anonymous will Douglas will be open from 10
East shifted to the spade
Ladies of the Oaks Country meet at 12 noon on the se- a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch at deuce to South's ace and
Club will meet at 12 noon at cond floor of the Baptist Stu- Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at when clubs failed to break.
dent Center. .
the club.
declarer fell back on the
Douglas at 12 noon.
diamond finesse. This failed,
and declarer ended up going
down a humiliating three
tricks.
Declarer's plan was not
as bad as it seems but there
was a much better plan
available. At trick two,
declarer should lead his diamond ten to dummy's jack
and hope that it loses. If it
does, declarer can then
claim nine top tricks without a finesse.
East does his share for
the defense by refusing to
win the diamond queen and
declarer uses this entry to
take a winning club finesse.
LOSE 17 TO 25 POUNDS
Next the diamond king is
IN JUST 6 WEEKS!
NORTH
3.3t.4
•8 6 3
And that rate of reduction can be sustained
•J 5
until you have lost 50, 75 or even 100 pound'.
OAJ9853
aridmore It's fast, safe and inexpensive
462
NOW OPEN!
WEST
EAST
•KJ95
•Q 7 2
4,0,1 AT THE LOsovc
•10 86 4 2
V Q97
•74
4Q62
.94
4K 1057
SOUTH
•A 104
r1N
flf A K 3
•K 10
•A QJ 53
753.0020
Vulnerable Both Dealer
Walnut Plaza- Suite. 203
South The bidding
5th ft Walnut
South West North East
Murray, Ky
2 NT
Pass 3NT All
"tvbil Ferguson-Founder. Diet Center, Inc
pass

`Let's talk
about
`LOSING
`WkIGHT...

ox'.4) DIET
CENTER

April 1st thru 4th
Moorgard

DOOR PRIZES DRAWN DAILY
* Mural
*Wallpaper
*Wood Flooring

Wintiko

The Board of the Church
Women United will meet Friday, April 3, at 10 a.m. in the
Community Room of the
Federal Savings and Loan,
Seventh and Main Streets,
Murray.
Plans for the May
Fellowship Day to be held on
Friday, May 1, at the new
Parish Center of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will be
discussed, according to Mrs.
Mary Gertzen, president of
the CW1.1, composed of
'representatives of churches
in Murray and Calloway
County,

overtaken with dummy's
ace to repeat the club
finesse Finally, the ace and
another club gives East a
club trick and declarer has
his nine tricks and his vulnerable game

Bid with Corn
3-31-B

•Q 7 2
•Q 9 7
*Q62
4K 1057
North South
I NT
I.
2 NT

ally three oi lour times at
minimum Ii occurs from
brain actisity and has been
correlated with one phase of
the sleep cycle called the
REM phase (rapid eye most(
ment phase)
Erections even occur in the
male fetus in the uterus
before birth
Although getting an erec
lion is quite normal the trick
Is learning not to let it happen
in such a way that it is obvi
ous in a socially unac,
eptable
situation
A little more knowledge
about how your body works
would undoubtedly be helpful
to you, so I am sending you
The Health Letter number 17
4 Male Reproductive Func
tions Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper. PU Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019
You might find that wearing the briefs style of underwear helps to provide some
social insurance Later, if you
need to increase your fertility.
there is some evidence that
such binding .garments are a
hindrance, as discussed in The
Health Letter I am sending
you
DEAR DR LAMB
Is
there any way I can get H3
(procaine) treatments for my
husband' He is in a nursing
home Why should this medi
cation be withheld from him"
He is senile and has organic
brain damage Sometimes he
is able to talk to me and other
times he has impaired speech
143 has been tried in other

countries with great sutures,
DEAN READER
That
depends upon what you mean
by great success You are
referring to Gerovital which
was a mystery drug supposed
to do all sorts of wonderful
things Well it is the saint'
thing your dentist injects
around your teeth to prevent
pain Ana Asian of Bucharest
popularized it at the end of
!World ar II It has been
claimed to cure everything
from baldness to impotence
with wrinkles thrown in
the
usual approach we had when
traveling medical shows
marketed snake oil
Asian s subjects did sIctist
improvement but because
they exercised ate right and
someone took an interest in
them Gerovital is being stud
it'd in this country and it is
used as an antidepressant It
has not been proved to have •
any anti-aging properties

School
Hear Band Plav
The Murray Middle School
Parent-Teacher Organization will meet Thursday.
April 2, at 7:30 p.m at the
school auditorium.
Presenting the program
will be the Seventh and
Eighth Grade Band, according to a PTO spokesman
who urges all parents,
teachers, and interested persons to attend.

to

ANSWER: Three no trump
A maximum initial response
and there's no reason to
hang short of game

202 So. 4th St.

PADUCAH PATIENT
Laura Alton of Murray has
been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.

Send brIdgv questions to The Aces,
P0 Box 12363, Dallas. Texas 75225,
with self.addressed stamped envelope
for reply

(Across From Old Post Office)

Murray, Ky.

OPEN APRIL 1ST
10 A.M.-3 P.M.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Mrs. Damon Moore of
Murray.

Special Prograni
Aetirities Will
Be On Tliiirs(lar

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Martha Latham of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

The Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 9:45 a.m. on
Thursday, April 2, to drive to
Center Station in the Land
Between the Lakes for a field
trip on "Wild Flowers"
there.
In case of inclement
weather, the group will still
go to the L.RA Center to see a
special slide show. Each one
is to bring a sack lunch. In
the afternoon the group will
see the Planetarium Show at
the Information Center.
Rose Glavin and "Dortha
Jones are members of the
the April program committee. Hostesses are Lois Sammons, Geneva Ferguson,
Lottie Key, Jackie Conley,
Marjorie Hays, Mary Wells,
and Frances Whitnell.

( h•isi.•n i 5,,,, pw',,,,k,
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Church
is for kids
and old people.

BAUGH GIRL
Mr.and Mrs. Glenn Nelson
Baugh of Russellville are the
parents of a baby girl,
Angela Faye, weighing
seven pounds four ounces.
measuring 20'-2 inches, born
on Thursday. March 26, at
8:09 at the Bowling Green
Medical Center, Bowling
Green.
The father is employed at
Knight
Electric,
Russellville. The mother is
the former Cathy Miller.
(11"andparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Irvin L.'Miller of Almo,
Mrs. Lucille Baugh of
Lewisburg, and Earl Baugh
of Russellville. Great grandparents are Mr. arid Mrs. C.
B. Turner and Mrs. Lillian
Miller, all of Dexter.

A lot of people feel this way. They want no part of church
themselves, but think that the young folks should have a good
moral base on which to build their lives and that old people are
,just studying for final exams.
What about all those years in between? What about those
times when you just can't cope with your job or serious personal problems? To whofti do you turn when a member of your
family has died?
There is never a time when we don't need God. We always
need His strength, His forgiveness, His wisdom, His presence
and His love.
YOu can find all of these at the Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ). You'll also find kids and old people, but they're in
church for the same reason you will be. To worship God.

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr has-id C Roos, Minister

"CLIP AND SAVE" DIAMOND SPECIAL

*Bicentennial Rug

A FULL 1/
4 CARAT "FLOWER CLUSTER"

*St00 Of Free Paint

Moores'

IMard IT ill
Meet On Fridav

Opening lead Heart four

South holds

DEAR DR LAMB
I AM
15 years old and have a prob
lem that is becoming very
embarrassing I have an erection whenever I am exposed
to anything to do with sex or
nudity Sometimes I have one
for no reason at all Will this
stop eventually or what'
DEAR READER
You
may not understand this now
but believe me when it stops
men tend to get rather upset
The years of sexual maturation are often disturbing to
young people particularly if
they do not fully understand
what is happening There is
nothing wrong with you
Your brain is programmed.
probably from birth or even
sooner as to when you are
Kong to mature sexually
That includes when your body
is going to start producing a
lot of male hormones When
that stage arrives, you will
have reactions and there is
nothing much vou can do
about it
You may be surprised to
learn that all mature normal
males have erections every
night during their sleep. usu-

YOUR CHOICE OF YELIOW OR WHITE COLD

*Rooms of Carpet II

30% OFF
REG $600

Floor Covering
4
.
:
4
1

CARRICO PAINT & FLOOR COVERING
(Formerly Tidwell Paint Co.)
1210W. Main—Murray,Ky. — Phone:753-30110
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EDITORIAL

A Diet For
The DOE
RepAnted by permission of
The Indianapolis Star
At ;10 billion a year the
Department of Energy is no
bargain.
For all its cost it does not
produce one drop of gasoline
or oil or one watt of electricity,
as 'President-to-be Ronald
Reagan pointed out during his
campaign.
Since his inauguration it has
not changed much. Since its
inception it has changed. It
has spent more. Its outlays
are estimated in the Carter
fiscal 1982 budget to jump
from $8.7 billion in 1981 to $12
billion in 1982.
Its role as set out officiall is
to:
—Promote private-sector
production of domestic
energy, including synthetic
fuels.
research,
— Support
and
development
demonstration of new energy
technologies.
—Direct energy production.
It is questionable whether
the DOE has done any of these

things any better than they
were being done before it existed.
President Reagan's choice
of Dr. James B. Edwards as
secretary of Energy was a
hopeful sign. Before his appointment he went on record
as favoring the dismantling of
the DOE. Afterward he changed his mind. It appears now as
if the department will be
spared the ax. Whether this is
wise remains to be seen.
Significant policy decisions
need to be made. Energy is a
central domestic and international concern and is likely to
remain so far into the future.
Practical-minded. Edwards
appears to be a man who is
thorougly familiar with
energy issues and who could
put U. S. energy policy on a
positive, productive, course.
It is likely, though, in doing
so, that he will have to trim to
a shadow of its size the
Department of Energy which
— lest we forget — does not
produce one drop of oil or
gasoline or one erg of energy
of any kind at all.

"16SIT 1MOS Nrif4„,OVA NTA6E,SMV!"
Garrott's Galley
By M.C. Garrott

Murray High Baseball Team Short
Only $200 OfIts Florida Trip Goal

Seniors: first baseman Jerry
There are six seniors on the Murray cutting wood all day on four different
High School baseball team. They've Saturdays and washing cars all day Spann, shortstop Eddie Requarth,
winning
games,
played together in 77
on two others.
third baseman Vic Marshall, pitcher
Many of their parents also helped or and outfielder Robin Roberts, catcher
57 of them, and in doing so have won
three regional championships and supervised and one grandfather, Hoyt Bruce Taylor and first baseman and
captured the runnerup trophy in the Roberts, whose grandsons — Robin pitcher Tony Herndon.
Roberts and Eddie Requarth are on
Juniors: David McMillan, second
1979 state tournament.
They'll soon be playing their last the team — went out one diy and cut base and pitcher; Ronnie Pace, pitgame in a Tiger uniform, and last two ricks of wood for the boys to split cher and outfielder; Darin Hooper,
November some of the parents of the and deliver. He's now in the hospital pitcher and outfielder; David Milton,
pitcher; and Keith Houston, first
team members got together and ex- recovering from heart surgery.
It has been a low-key campaign all base.
pressed the opinion that the group —
Sophomores: Jon, Billington, third
as well as the entire squad-- needed along, but Saturday at 5 a.m, a
to have a little something extra done caravan of parents' cars, each with base; David McCuiston, left field;
for them in return for the records they three players, will head for Panama Tom Schwettman, second base; Mike
City for six games in five days, in ad- Toth, outfield; and Gary Galloway,
have written.
Meeting with Coach Cary Miller, dition to their regular 21-game outfield.
Freshmen: Wade Smith, catcher;
they proposed a spring break trip to schedule here at home.
By S.C. Van Curon
Monday, they will play the Ruther. Mark Boggess, centerfield, and Jeff
Florida, playing as many teams down
there during that week, April 5-11, as ford High School team at Panama Ci- Downey,outfield. Bart Washer will be
possible.
ty. Tuesday, they will be at Vernon, going along as the team's statistician.
Once the idea was presented to the Fla., 45 miles north of Panama City,
The parents will be handling the
city board of education, the board for a game with the high school there. laundering of the uniforms as well as
gave its approval, provided the Wednesday, they will be back at other miscellaneous chores as the trip
players raised the money they needed Panama City for a doubleheader with progresses.
for the trip themselves — some $4,500. Panama City Christian School.
+++
Thursday, they will play the
They were asked not to go to local
This is Coach Miller's fourth year as
FRANKFORT — If there were ever creased cost of production and that businesses or the community for Crawford Mosley High School team in the Tigers' baseball coach,and for the
any hope of curtailing inflation and steel and other goods must be priced donations.
Panama City, and Friday will wind up last three years his teams have reachbalancing the federal budget, it aphigher because coal is the basic com+++
their tour with a game with the high ed the state tournament, losing in the
pears to have vanished last week
modity of industry.
A steering committee — made up of school team at Fort Walton Beach.
first round last year to Ohio County
when the United Mine Workers of
The automobile industry danced Tommy Marshall, James Hooper and
Saturday, April 11, they will leave, after compiling a 22-5 record during
America obtained a 36 percent wage
inalong for years granting wage
'the season.
Anna Requarth, initially — was nam- for home.
and benefits increase over the next creases to its workers and then ed and a list of projects which the
"This is not going to be a vacation
We wish them a safe, winning trip
three years.
transferred the increases to the con- players could accomplish themselves for them," Coach Miller said the other and may all their hits be for extra
should
that
any
of
us
It's not
sumers until the consumers called a was drawn up.
day."They're going down there know- bases.
begrudge the miners their increases, slowdown.
They cut, sold and delivered ing they are going to play baseball,
Meanwhile, if you have a few extra
but view the action as just another
Little notice was given the small firewood. They had two car washes, and they won't have a lot of time of bucks to help them along the way, I
move to bring on more wage in- foreign car imports from Europe held two rummage sales and worked their own."
know they would appreciate getting
creases, escalation of prices and fuel several years ago and little attention at concession stands at various, local
+++
them. Just call Coach Miller at 753the spiral of inflation.
was paid Japan when it began to functions. In addition, each player
The players making the trip in- 8974. That's all you need to do. They'll
It is becoming to look like the giant
make a bid for a portion of the was asked to come up with $100 for the clude:
pick it up.
members of the Bituminous Coal automobile market in the United trip.
Association are following the States.
To date, they have raised approxBy JOHN CUNNIFF
automobile industry in trying to price
Today, Chrysler is operating on imately $2,500, which added to the
*P Rusiness Analyst
itself out of business. But that can't loans supported by the United States players' contributions, gives them
happen because the United States is government. All four of the large something like $4,300 — only $200
the largest coal producer in the world automobile manufacturers lost short of their goal.
and is the major exporter of this basic
money last year, a phenomenon that
Now, they're not asking for it, but
energy source.
few alive today ever witnessed. There they could use a little help. If you have
This is very important to Kentucky
have been times when one of two of a few bucks lo spare and which you
for we are the largest coal producer in the companies have lost money in a feel would be put to a good use by givthe United States and have a large
year, but not in the entire industry in ing them to Coach Miller and the boys
future supply. If we Kentuckians take the United States.
for this trip, I am sure they'd run the
NEW YORK (API — The thrift in- members of the post-World War Two
a shortsighted view of this and look at
All this comes at a time when the' bases backwards to get it.
dustry has begun an offensive against baby boom are now reaching the
it as a higher price for our coal pro- automobile industry is asking the
+++
high-interest money market mutual prime home-buying ages.
duct and more income for the state's
United States government to impose
The boys have given up a great deal
He and Paul A. Schosberg, presiaccompanied by warnings of
general fund because the fuel produc- an import quota on Japanese cars or of their time trying to raise the needed funds,
problems unless such dent of the Savings Association
tion tax is based on the price of coal, request Japan to voluntarily reduce funds without so much as a whimper grave economic
League of New York State, conceded
funds are more closely regulated.
then we are wrong.
the number of imports.
The industry, made up of savings that the basic problems were inflation
The giant oil companies are buying
The oil industry learned that conand loan associations and savings and economic uncertainty, and said
out medium and large coal producers sumption of gasoline could be sharply
banks, claims the MMMFs have that until these are reduced the thrift
make
offers.
about as fast as they can
reduced if the price got out of reason.
drained
from them millions of dollars industry wouldn't be able to meet deGulf has owned some large coal The domestic automobile industry
which
they
would have used to sup- mand. For the next few months at
deposits in Eastern Kentucky for learned cars can be driven longer if
least, said O'Connell, mortgage
housing.
port
several years. Ashland Oil owns large they are properly maintained and'
They seek to bring the MMMFs money will be "very, very tight."
coal deposits. Standard Oil of Ohio is repaired.
Asked why thrifts don't seek higher
under closer regulation, including
offering to buy Kennicott Copper and
The financial sector of this Country
limits on the amount of interest MM- rates for depositors, O'Connell replied
Standard Oil of California's is offering learned that people won't buy homes
MEs can offer to purchasers, and for- that such a course "would only make
to buy Amax. Then we see how the and cars at today's high prices and
cing them to maintain reserves matters worse by pushing mortgage
energy industry is becoming concen- high interest costs. Recently, the
rates higher and aggravating the cursimilar to those required of banks.
trated and diversifying into other money industry has lengthened
The thrifts say MMMEs worsen in- rent heavy ressure on thrift infields.
automobile financing to four years,
flation, undermine housing, threaten stitutions' earnings.If you jog your memory, you'll and home financing has been extendInstead, he, Schosberg and other
homeowner equities, deprive local
forced
to
Kehnecott
was
recall that
ed to 30 years and in some instances
thrift officials seek to restrain the '
and
make
funds
businesses
of
Co.
a
few
Peabody
Coal
divest itself of
more.
longrange planning almost impossi- MMMF activity through a three-point
years ago. Standard Oil Ohio is cerThe wage increase in the coal inble. They also say the MMMF threat program they hope will be considered
tainly larger than Kennicott or dustry comes at a time when the
local economies results from their by the House Banking Subcommittee
to
Peabody.
automobile industry is asking the
hundreds of millions of on Domestic Monetary Policy, which
draining
Experience tells us that the price of UAW to reopen negotiations with the
dollars from small communities to begins hearings on MMMEs April 8.
coal must increase to meet the in- view of reducing.. the wage and
bigcity and overseas banks.
benefits package, not increasing it..
In the seven weeks ending March
Miirray Ledger & Times
Since World War II, we have seen
18, the savings associations say they
LISPS 3011-700
the membership of the United Mine
lost $591 million of deposits while
Walter I. Apperson
Publisher
Workers dwindle from 500,000 to a
R Gene McCutcheon
Fits
MMMF assets have surged to $110
mere 178,000 today. This should tell
The Murray Ledger & Times a published
billipn from $75 billion last December
every sfternoon except Sundays. July 4,
By Ken Wolf
them something.
Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgivand $10 billion in 1978.
Those of us who seek out "facts" as
But think a little. It seems almost San Rafael, Calif. — It
ing by Murray Newspapers. Inc 103 N 4th SI,
took a
High rates paid by funds also adds the only guide to action
Murray Ky 4WD Second Claw Postage Paid at
might be
impossible that 170,000 workers in a carpenter's saw to cut open what
was to the demand for shortterrn money,
Murray. Ky 47t
brought up short by these words of the
cost
of
single
industry
can
force
the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
billed as the world's largest bagel - a said William B. O'Connell, executive
(admittedly .romantic ( French
living up and endanger the economy 30-pound creation served at s brunch
earner, P25 per month, payable in advance
vice president of the U.S. League of novelist Victor Hugo 1802-5:(
By rriail in Calloway Comity and to Bents, Harof 220 million Americans. Think about for Jewish grandmothers.
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Maggie Battle, Valerie Harrison,
Leslee Bartholomy, Dan Tinsley.,
Paula Parker, Bill Pmkston, Mark
Etherton, Jana Jones, Wanda
McNabb, Don Lampluns, and Jill
Shroat are students at Murray High
School who received superior ratings
in the First Regional Speech Tournament at Murray State University.
Seventy-five employees of the Murray Division of the Tappan Company
were called back to work on March 29
after having been laid off on Jan. 6 of
this year, according to Macon
Blankenship, personnel director of the
plant.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Emerson ( Lola Mae) Hall, 76, and
Robert Troy Geunn,58.
Dr. Josiah Darnall, professor of
music at Murray State University,
will be the honored guest conductor at
the President's Honor Concert on the
MSU campus on April 6.
Lynn Sullivan, 9 year old son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Sullivan of Murray,
scored a hole-in-one at the Calloway
County Country Club yesterday. He
was playing with his mother, Jerlene,
and brother, Gary.
Angela Humphrey of Ramsey is the
reigning Miss Murray State.
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20 Years Ago
The Murray-Calloway County
Library has planned special events
for the observance of National
Library Week starting April 17, according to Mrs. John Pasco, chairman of
the Library Board.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ann
Enoch Jones 80, and Earl F. Scherffius, 39.
Members of the Tri-Hi-Y and Hi-Y
Clubs of Murray High School at the
Kentucky
Youth
Assembly,
Frankfort, were Anne Wrather, Mary
Anna Wallace, Lynette Lassiter,
Joyce Hargis, Leah Caldwell, Sandy
Lilly, Kenneth Hirsch, Clarence Herm'
don, Jr., Joe Overby, Richard Hurt,
Bruce Day, and Bill Collie. Sponsors
were Mrs. Lucille Austin and W. B.
Moser.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Swift, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jackie York, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Thompson, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Holland York, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Taggart.
Rubie E. Smith, Lottye Sutter, and
Lynette Evans of Murray State College will attend the study conference
of the Association of Childhood
Education International in Omaha,
Neb., April 2 to 6.
Oranges are listed at two dolen for
49 cents in the ad for Parker's Food
Market.
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30 Years Ago
The Calloway County School
Fe,stival will be revived this year on
April 6 and a full day's program is
scheduled for the event to be held at
Almo High School. Schools participating will be Hazel, Kirksey, New
Concord,Lynn Grove, Almo,and Faxon.
Deaths reported include Ed
Eldridge,70.
Earl Swearingen will be , the instructor for the Red Cross Senior Life
Saving Course to be held at the Carr
Health Building, Murray State College, according to Mrs. Joe Pace, executive secretary of the Calloway
County Chapter of the American Red
Cross.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. H. C. Montgomery'and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Keys Farris, both on
March 26.
John Mclvor is home on leave from
the Navy,stationed at San Diego, Cal.
He is visiting his mother, Mrs. W. G.
Nash and Mr. Nash.
"Japanica bush In bloom on South
12th Street. Pear trees are in bloom.
Most everything will be in bloom and
leaf in another month," from the column,-Seen & Heard Around Murray"
by James C. Williams.
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Today In flistory
By The Associated Press ,
Today is Tuesday, March 31, the
90th day of 1981. There are 275 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On March 31, 1854, the United States
signed its first treaty with Japan, k
opening two Japanese ports to trade
with the outside world.
On this date:
Ten years ago: Lt. William Calley
was sentenced to life imprisonment
for his role in the My Lai massacre in
Vietnam.
Five years ago: West Germany
cancelled a plan to build an $800.
million nuclear plant for the Soviet
Union on the Baltic Sea.
One year ago: The American
hostage crisis took another turn as
Iran's President Rani Sadr tried to
press militants into handing over the
captives to the Iranian government.
Today's birthday: Entertainer
Henry Morgan is 66.
Thought for today: Self conquest is
the greatest of victories -- Plato.
Greek philosopher (about 427 B.C.-347
B.C. t .
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Unlicensed Pest Contol HOMES FOR AMERICANS
Operators Sought By
Agriculture Officials
FRANKFORT — The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture is beginning a
crackdown on fly-by-night
and unlicensed pest control
operators, according to state
AgriFulture Commissioner
Alben W. Barkley,11.
The crackdown is aimed
primarily at operators in termite extermination, said
Don Lamar of the Department's pesticides division.
The problem
with
operators is greater now
because spring is the time of
termite swarms, Lamar
said. Also, economic times
like these bring' such
operators out of the woodwork."
These operators often offer a free inspection and then
carry a piece of rotten wood
under the house with them.
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Our GE Executive air
conditioner cools so
efficiently, it saves
.1
energy dollars.

Then, when they have
"proven" there are termites, they offer to esterinmate them at a special
price.
This special price is often
not so special, Lamar said,
especially since there may
not have been any termites
at all. Sometimes termites
are there, but unlicensed
operators do a job below
standards.
Peopte can protect
themselves from fraud by insisting on seeing an identification card before the
person inspects the house or
does any work. "If they don't
have a card, don't let them
do anything," Lamar said.
The homeowner should
wciii down the person's
name and company as listed
on the card, Lamar said.
Then, while the operator is
checking the house, the
homeowner should call the
company to make sure the
person listed on the card
really works there.
"I don't want hard times
made any harder by these
unlicensed
operators,"
Barkley said. "My departmenl is attacsing this problem, and 1 have put as
many people as I can onto it.
Anyone who needs more information or assistance can
call or pesticides division at
(502) 564-7274."

COVINGTON, Ky. AP) —
A city task force has recommended an innovative
method to combat home
thefts — allowing city, state
arid federal tax credits to
people who install alarms or
take other measures to
burglar-proof their homes.
You have to motivate
people to make their homes
safe," said Frank Trusty II,
Kenton County's commonwealth attorney. "When
they gave tax credits for
energy-saving measures, a
lot of people started to take
advantage of it. If energy is
a national problem,crime is,
too.
"Businesses do this now
i have tax credits for secun-

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newtsfeatures

Next time you visit a furniture store, take a look around
at the variety of colors, glossiness and styles of finish on
wood furniture on the floor.
Mors comfort. Lau
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Today, furniture finish is not
merely a reflection of the type
of wood used in the piece. Instead, it is designed in the
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shellac or oil, the furniture they
see on store floors is probably
the result of between 20 and 36
separate steps in a finishing
RANDY
process that can completely
THORNTON
change the character of the
wood beneath.
Heating Ft Air
As with most revolutions, this
one had a reason for coming
Conditioning
into
being.
Service
"Using today's technology,
Commerciaf-Residential
we are able to create an ex802 Chestnut Murray
citing piece of furniture where
the basic wood we are working
with is just not that exciting,"
NlImgmmow=M11, explained Ralph Fosner, chief

$30 CASH

753-8181

HERE IS A MINI-DUPLEX WHICH is designed for crossventilation and privacy. Each apartment has a corner porch
which acts as an entry to the living room. A masonry wall
separates the two apartments to assure privacy. Plan
HA1194R has 665 square feet per duplex. For more information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope -to architect Jan Reiner. 1000-52nd St. North. St. Petersburg,
Fla. 33710.

color stylist for Guardsman
Chemical Coatings, Inc., a
finish design firm and supplier
to the furniture industry.
Fosner says the demand for
fine furniture veneers is now so
great that the cost of first class
veneers has risen astronomically and supply has diminished.
Consequently, the finisher's
arts have been developed to
create allure in an average
piece of veneer or to make a
wood composite surface look as
good as wood veneer.
The revolution in furniture
finishing is also a product of
changing consumer taste, said
George Coffin Jr., who is in
charge of finishes and graphic
design at Drexel Heritage Furnishings. Prior to the mid-60s,
finishes on most new furniture
were antiseptic, pristine, perfectly clear and clean. Today,
most furniture is full of highlights, varied, lively, he said.
Coffin credits the influence of
some department stores plus
more sophisticated consumers
for the change. Stores such as
Bloomingdale's in New York
began buying furniture in Italy
and Spain with deeply varied,
antiqued finishes. Their customers liked what they saw and
bought. This led domestic manufacturers in the industry to
create such finishes, he explained.
At the same time, Americans
were becoming better traveled.
They were learning to appreciate the fine, old furniture
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they saw in their European
travels..
It's a long step from starting
out to create furniture with
more depth to today's furniture
finishing room where prototypes of each new furniture
style are sent so that a special
finish can be designed to complement that style. Today,
though, finish is one of the
most sensitive, most _iosely
guarded and most debated aspect of each new furniture design. This is because it has
been shown that finish directly
affects saleability.
Industry statistics are filled
with examples of a furniture
grouping that was not selling
well. A change of finish then
brings about a dramatic rise in
sales, said Fosner.
The technology of furniture
finishing is not greatly different
from the arts of the past. A
depth and richness is developed
by layering one color over another and then by selectvely removing some of the color bywiping it off, explained Fosner
But other methods that affect
finish are a departure.
One technique whose use is
growing rapidly, for example,
is the practice of gravuring
wood to make it look better
than the original. Gravurirrg is
a form of photographic printing
which superimposes the grain
of any of about 15 types of
wood on a base wood, which
can be different.
"Gravunng can make a
printed grain that looks better
than most originals," said Coffin.
Since gravure techniques can
be used to create the look of
wood gain on a composite
product as well as on largely
featureless wood, they result in
furniture that has greater eye
appeal at much lower prices
than would be required if the
actual veneer had been used.
Despite a lack of consumer
acceptance of gramired or
printed veneers in the past,
more manufacturers have begun using the technique, especially for back and end panels
on wood furniture. These engraved components used in
combination with wood solids
and wood veneers bnng down
the cost of furniture without
being noticeable, according to
Fosner.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — There is a crack between the cap and the flue at
the top of our chimney I didn't
think too much about it, but
have been advised that the
opening may admit water to
the masonry around the flue
liner and now I would like to
repair it. Can you tell me how
to go about doing it? It is not a
large crack, but I wouldn't call
its small crack either.
A. — If the crack were very
small, which you said it isn't,
you could get by merely by filling it with a special concrete
crack sealer. But you had better play safe by using a mortar
mix and a concrete bonder.
First, clean the crack of any
loose mortar. Wet the area
thoroughly, then apply some
concrete bonder with a paint
brush. When it becomes tacky,
apply a mix compound of the
bonder and ready-mixed mortar, following the directions on
the container of bonder. Make
this repair when the ternperature is at least 45 degrees
Fahrenheit.
Q. — Many years ago I used
a large drum sander to sand a
floor before refinishing it. I recall that I had a lot of trouble
controlling the big machine,
which tended to pull forward as
I was using it. I am a small
person weighing only 120
pounds. 1 have to do a similar
job again and wonder whether
there LS anything I should know
to give me better control of the
sander?
A. — Not very much. I once
saw a professional loop a rope
around his waist and tie the
ends to the handle of the machine. This undoubtedly lessened some of the strain on the
man's body, but he was a fairly
big man and this might not
work for you. Sorry I can't give
you a certain solution.

Covington Mayor Bernard
Moorman said he would take
the task force's tax credit
recommendation to the Kentucky Municipal League
meeting Wednesday in Lexington
Capt. Paul Eifert, Coinmander of Covington's
police criminal investigations bureau, said that only 8
percent of the city's
burglaries occur in homes
registered in Operation Identification. The remainder
are in homes that are not in
the program.
Trusty said that crime
prevention is the best way to
attack crime But after a
crime is committed and a

person convicted, penalties
should be imposed by judges
rather than by juries, as they
are presently handed down,
he said
The reason for that, Trusty
said, is that Kentucky law
now prohibits juries from being told the criminal
background of a person who
has been found guilty of a
particular crime.
"T'hey don't know if the
guy has been convicted of 14
other murders," he said
Trusty said a better way of
sentencing would be for the
Jury' to determine guilt and
let the judge pass sentence
based on the person's
background
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when the fumes are kept Inside
the closet. So there should be a
tight latch, plus rubber or vinyl
weatherstripping along the door
edges And do not store any
clothes in the closet Which have
not been thoroughly cleaned
and aired. Cedar fumes repel
moths, they do not kill them

* Marjorie and Bi
Bill Major
*
*
*
753-0880
*
*
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BEDDING PLANTS
Vegetables
Brussel Sprouts
Broccoli
Tomatoes
Cabbage
Locally Grown

Flowers
Petunias
Marigolds
Geranium's
Hanging Baskets

Flowering Trims
Dogwood — Peach
Pear — Crab
Complete Landscaping Service
Open Mre.-Set. 11-5 See. 1-5

Jones Landscaping

k
sk

Phone 753-1725
\
Nik',I
40m
7 N. 1 2th
K St

Q. -- I want to make a cedar
closet and have a set of plans
for doing so. There is nothing
in the instructions about how to
care for the closet after it is
completed. Also, it doesn't say
what kind of finish should be
put on the wood. What is your
advice?
A. — Nothing should be put
on wood. Any kind of finish will
seal in the cedar fumes and
make the closet ineffective as a
moth repeller. The only maintenance necessary Ls an occasional wiping with a slightly damp
cloth to remove dust, since
even dust can prevent the
fumes from escaping readily.
Every year or two — when the
cedar fumes are barely noticeable — sand the wood. This will
open the pores to let out the
fumes. Before doing any sanding, remove all clothes from
the closet. Also, vacuum the
closet before putting back the
clothes. Remember that a cedar closet works properly only
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ty systems) as part of
legitimate deductions," he
said. "I think this could have
a dramatic effect on home
burglaries."
The tax credits also could
go to homeowners who enroll
in Operation Identification,
Trusty said. That program is
a statesupported crime
prevention effort for marking household goods to
thwart resale of stolen
items.
Covington Police Chief
Lyle Schwartz said the program would involve more
homeowners and assist
police.
"We can't do the job unless
people are willing to get involved," he said.

Here's the Answer Eg

A Furniture Finish Revolution

it's cheaper to use than lea
efficient models The secret's al
the extra-large coil It makes the
highly efficient compreaaor even
more efficient, And that can
mean a signtilcant savnagel Be
cause the compressor is the
hardest working part of any air
contuoner
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NOTHING TO BUY
ADULTS ON.LY

•

"FAMILY SUNFEST"
Vacations for Two to ORLANDO
INCLUDES:

4 DAYS-3 NIGHTS•ROUND TRIPAIR
FARE • CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR
RENTAL CAR•TWO DAYS ENTRANCE
FEE TO DISNEY WORLD •16 PASSES

Tye Home of

DISNEY
WORLD

OTHER TOURS AVAILABLE (Any One Tour FREE)Ken
nedy Space Center•Cypress Gardens• Stars
Hall of Fame

FREE- Two Vacations for Two:
TO The

•••

HOLIDAY INN HOLIDOME® RESORT CENTER WIT
H COMPLETE
INDOOR RECREATION FACILITIES
Includes: Double room •Continental breakfast
in bed for two• Buffet
brunch for two• Candlelight dinner for two•Gift
snack-pac(crackers
& cheeseball) • Use of all Holidome facilities •
All taxes and
gratuities.• Friday evening through check-out tim
e Sunday. Children
& teens free (when sharing room with parents).

$500 in "Sunshine" Merchants

Certificates

TO BE SPENT WITH PARTICIPATING
MERCHANTS

$100 Savings Account From Peoples Bank!
THIS ONE IS COMPLIMENTS OF THE NEWSPAPER
Clip and deposit
at any of the
participating
businesses.

BE A WINNER!
YOU'LL FIND EXCEPTIONAL VALUES,
AND YOU MAY BE ONE OF THE MANY WINNERS,

OFFICIAL "FAMILY SUNFEST" RULES
YOU ARE ENCOURAGED TO VISIT, as often as
5 THERE WILL BE RANDOM DRAWINGS EACH
you wish, the areas participating business s
WEEK OF THIS 10-WEEK PROGRAM
displaying the FAMILY SUNFEST banner Clear
IA) Each week the following will be awarded
Iy print your name address and phone number
a 50 00 in SUNSHINE MERCHANTS CER.
on the YOUR CHANCE provided by each par
TIFICATES. (Total of $50000 for Pro
ticipating business and this Newspaper
gram I All winners must redeem this
script no later than 7 days after the of
lical end of this Program
2 NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. You
must be an
b Soo $50 00 US Savings Bonds (Total of
adult Entries are limited to one per adult per
$300 00 (or the Programi
visit Employees of this Newspaper are not eligi
(B) IN ADDITION FLORIDA VACATION WINble to play
f',4ERS will be selected trom drawings dur
ing 10th week of the program (All winners
3 ENTER OFTEN. There will be one or more win
must use these vacations within 3 months
ners each week The odds of winning depend on
after the end of the Program
the number of entries Since this program is
(Cl IN ADDITION THE WINNERS OF THE
strictly local in nature the odds are more
SAVING ACCOUNTS will be selected from
favorable than a comparable Statewide or Na
drawings the 5th and 10th weelrS
tionwide program
6 NO SUBSTITUTION OF PRIZES ALLOWED.
Unclaimed prizes will not be awarded All en
4 EACH ENTRY must be on the YOURTHANCE
tries become the property ol this Newspaper
REGISTRATION as provided, and must be
and none will be returned
legibly written Or hand printed Machine
duplication or mechanically reproduced entries
7 Some Travel Dates Not Avatlable
will be declared void
• ALL WINNERS WILL BE LISTED IN THIS NEWSPAPER EACH WEEK.
• ALL WINNERS MUST CLAIM THEIR PRIZES WON BY APPEARING AT THE OFFICE OF THIS NEWSPAP
ER NO
LATER THAN 4 DAYS AFTER THE PUBLICATION OF THEIR RESPECTIVE NAMES, ALL PRIZES
ARE FOR
WINNERS ONLY THEY ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE,
• WINNERS MUST CLAIM AND UTILIZE THEIR PRIZES WITHIN THE TIME SPECIFIED

Look For Participating Merchants On The Ne
xt
Three Pages Winners From This Weeks Drawing
Will Be Listed In Next Tuesday's Advertisem
ent.
Register Today And Watch For Your Name
Nett-Tuesday!
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110 00 Sunshine
Certificate Winner
Bobby Fain
1714 Magnolia
Murray Ky.
753 5973
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$55"
Retail $109.95

When you
buy any
Pioneer
stereo at
the lowest
prices in
Murray

VINYL

'Coronet
'World Carpets
'Trend
•Mohawk
'Cabin Craft
.Queen
'Columbus

A WNW kr Gory

-

For
/
1
2 Price

JOE SMITH'S
CARPET CENTER

'Armstrong
•GAF
•Congoleum
•MannIngton
•Kentile
•Azrock

sross".111

`41.•

JOE SMITH'S
CARPET CENTER

SALE PRICED
NOW AT:

Albums
Stereo Equipment
ALL NAME BRAND

Morris Refrigeration

S. 4th

753-6660

So. 4th

COME OUT AND BROWSE

753-7205
111111111111111111111111111masepl.

Kn w?

H
O
B
B
S
DISC

OUNTSHOES

Spring Sandals
Under

Children's Shoes

96°°

$600

Low-Tops

Samples Et Factory Returns

Men's Name Brand FD's
Et Factory Returns

Boot

Naturelizer, Airstep, Connie, Dexter

Dexter, Roblee

Hobbs Discount
Shoes
Chestnut, Murray

$6"

We Have Free,
Fast Delivery
PLUS

$28°°

Off Any

Ladies Name Brand FD's

a

Leather Pony

Coupon
$500

Dress it Casual

Ladies Et Men's

* Complete Insurance (Si Tax
Records
* 15 % Cash Discount On
Prescription
* Emergency Service Provided

Men's

Western Boots

Pro-Pacer

Texas ft Acme

Leather Hi Tops

Locally Owned it Operated
Bob Dunn RPH — Bill Hewlett RPH

$2400

HOLLAND DRUGS
East Side Ct. Sq.
Downtown Murray 753-1462

MOVING
SALE

CoasttoCoast
TOTAL HARDWARE

Burpee

Carl woods
E'mployee of the Week

Seeth

4 Oz.Clay Pots

We are moving May 1st, to a much larger
and more convenient location on Highway
South 641 to serve you better.

We Had litspther
Sell It Tihdi
s Move It!

PLANTING

DAYS

Everything reduced for quick sale to
save
expenses on moving.

are
NOW!

SAVE 900's On
*Color TV's *Pianos
*Stereo's *Organs
Received New Shipment:
*Video Cassettes Movies
*Easy Play Music Books

CLAYTON'S
I 18 13 Music)

753-7575

DIXIELAND CENTER

Price
Good
While
Limited
Supply
Lasts!

2Free
Moyle
Paages
A warded
Weekly
gir Donated By
Murray
Eo
Th

Coast To Coast
Total Hardware
Central Shopping Center
Hwy.641 N.
Phone 793-8604
Open:
9-9 Mott.-Sat.
I-6 Sun.

Carl is the Art Director at Creative
Printers. His background qualifies
him to assist you with any graphic
design. if you need professional
assistance, give Can a call at
753-2285.
Carl, his wife Belinda and two sons
live at 307 N. 10th, Murray.

ioz3-416Aaks
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4011
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April Layena Sale

$5.75

SO Lb
(Cnmediers or Polists) Sao Sterts Frisley
Apra 3rd

Buchanan's
Feed & Seed
Pb. 753-5378 -

SINGER"-N

PAGE

SINGER

Pastels.

Storey's

SALE-A-THON
(Only At Singer, Where America
Shops For Sewing Machines)

FOOD
GIANT

%Wel 114
nerarn lateld
dr." Wok.
Dui as Amnesia..
=71

SAVE
'60°'
ONLY

Maori 100

•
sx:RE EXpERTs

Bel Air Shopping Center
Prices Good Wed. April 1st
Thru Tues., April 7th

$209"
SAVE
5600°
ONLY

...440

KRAFT

*rano
Tier To.,

$279"

Come See Our
Dee Cee Painters
Pants In New
Pastel Spring Colors

MIRAGE
WHIP

r7.671+

..,„„
SAVE
'120"

WHERE SAVINGS
IS ALWAYS IN STYLE

T CUSTOM FITTING
TIM RIGHT CHIECKIN4 ACCOUNT

Murray SeWing Center

Just Arrived At:

Fog. YOU!

Reg. $1.35

PEOPLES
c,.1tBANK

Bel Air Shopping Center
502.753-5323
Murray, Kentucky 42071

IS
T,werea,..
C atme•

•
0
N"
,
A•

SI
%

0
X•

P Tr rr Singer COMpens
•
. as. e.Va on all

SINGER
rfloce.,

MURRAY

KY.

"Where Banking is a lot more

than just Money"
Oasorkee FOIC

1.1.10.J.Cr9

Basic window treatments
with warmth & character.

/
0

P
cb

•

Ay

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

REDUCED
All On Sale

/
1 3 OFF
Great For
Home
Office
Dorm
Apt.

Bamboo
Tortoise
Shell

•,"/./j,

poll

A natural fabrication: On the
western coast of Taiwan, at the
same latitude as the Florida
Keys, lies Lukong. Under a: subtropical sun bamboo soars. From
this source islanders produce
clever variations, cutting the
stalks to create matchstick,
slat and tortoise shell strips.
Bamboo diffuses the sun's rays:
Only a fraction enter to cast
intrig-uing patterns of light and
shadow for an earthy appeal unrivaled by standardized blinds.
Beauty: Spattering wet sand on
glossy peel before blow-torching
gives tortoise shell blinds their
distinctive appearance.
The journey: In Taipei islanders split ”: •
bamboo, then string
and trim the long (
2,_
strips. The blinds 1
,
they craft are conveyed to the port of Keelung and shipped across the Pacific, destined for Los Angeles.
Prices temporarily reduced
through April 4th

Just Right For
Spring

Earl is our factory trained serviceman with over 15 years experience
in Tappan appliances.
We Ile•e A Complete
[lee 01 Tepper
Appllenc•,.

Use Ova 24 Hr. Phones
753-5341
Days
354.6956
Nights

7

WE SERVICE ALL TAPPAN PRODUCTS WHETHER
PURCHASED HERE OR NOT!

Bel Air Center
Murray
753-1851

Touring
First Class

EARL LOVETT

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
209 S. 3rd

753-5341

Quality Shoes

Gold Wing" Interstate"—
ON( JPISOsD 1_1101 COSMIC. Sage

Dine out...at home
ocean. ,..,...,
esSes Sarneye fensues
Eke/Oboe os.coresseesIceses it,
...ow,
st es.Poey the ages* ••
env wee okSeseleStesses Lee _,
iro
• Sibs;.00luesess ewe kseses t

This incredibly beautiful touring machine comes
fully equipped: Air forks. Air shocks. Honda designed
fairing. Adjustable seat. Tubeless
tires. The new 1085 cc engine
provides more power you torque.
Everything you need
to feel at home or
the rood
125 00 Sunshine

certificate

Winner
Rachel Rogers

For zipping

eares keee
..• lenge n a <ewe e
• Supe
,
Jecors. cokes

t

o
at
Samsonite

ryi
Catch Therkply Bird Savings

Murray Ky
• Low priced with

great gas mileage
• Lightweight and
good looking
• Electric starting

Swim Suits
and Cover-Ups
Sizes
38-46

'

$15 00 Sunshine

Buy Now & Save

Certificate Winner
Larry Evans
120 College Os
Murray, Ky
747-2751

At Competitive
Prices
As Always At

Sho
Mis
knol
sele
frorr

Shoe Store

Now At

nun Squ•re

Purdoms Furniture
202 S 5th

753-4072
Tod:
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CROSS
STITCH,
WORKSHOP
If it seems like everyone you know
counting and crossing their stitches and you still haven't tried
counted crow stitch, then attend
our FREE workshop to learn this
simple needlecraft. Supplies are
also included FREE.
is

April 11th
2:00 p.m.

at-

a

(No Regisdrution Required'

a
a
a
a
a

Also On The 11th, we are going tu
strip our'walls and display your
work. Prizes will be given.

prolrapitaltamirgronrOMPJPAIMPOPOIA cArgrOlfg d POI aidd

"FAMILY SUNFEST"
ster Vacations
for Two to
Se*l
O ot
ORLANDO
,
441,
,,,
The Home of
-74m,47a t4

Nen In Stork:
Hertarluth & Fiddler

loth

a.

Weeteley 7Veggeir4
-xeek pfortakft

Lorry
Dtxteland Center

Ii
Tap,
4flot4crilit

DISNEY
WORLD

All Dresses
1/3
03 OFF

INCLUDES:

4 DAYS-3 NIGHTS•ROUND TRIPAIR
FARE • CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR
RENTALCAR•TWO DAYS ENTRANCE
FEE TO DISNEY WORLD •16 PASSES

b

11110€
"
1

ALL AT

a

TOWN ek COUNTRY
DRESS SHOP

Kennedy Space Center•Cypress Gardens•Stars Hall of Fame

Norgragorwarg101dddrJaldalddd

rat

.

.
4.99

•KENWOOD •KOSS HEADPHONES 0T-SHIRTS •MAX

i'
.-E
•
E

.,

1304 CHESTNUT STREET
DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 8:30 A.M.-5:00 P.M.
PHONE 753-8365
MURRAY,KY. 42071

cTalcIalc_laldalcleJc_lalc_lddc_Iddalddc_1101alclalddalcidaldald ci

deme

-

Big-bike styling.

Largest Selection
Of Bible's
In West Kentucky

2

.9"

XS400
Special

Album,., .
‘tlid.iii

...-

1C19400 Special 11 1901
gwr

Shop early for Easter.Miss Laura Hamlet
knows we have a great
selection to otioose
from.
YOURS MINE
& OURS
1117 S. 4th
Today's Fashion At Yesterdays Price

T-SHIRTS °REAM °RECORDS

Hundreds To Choose From
`e"

PIONEER

The

07

I

KENWOOD
Nen In•rn•nonal
Nen merit an Shnnanl
Han.,

Nen Arnen1 •r,
I hornpnee I ken
I arman

P•rallel

Sunset
Boulevard°
Music
5.

•

Ihne
ene,••

•.rh•r,
in?,

"NI lane,

We Engrave Books & Bibles

10% Discount To Churches

Ae Bootitmanh
Wit LARD ALLI
119S. 4th St

•KENWOOD •DISC WASHER *TN •K TRACKS

Nen.

si•rs414.
C.-'.—
S.'.'

nrnpllied

Dixieland Center
(sear Annex)
Chestnut St.753-01113

sense.:

Yamaha XS400 Special Special beauty, from the pullback handlebars to the cast alloy grab rail And special
performance from a 4-stroke twin and 6speed constant mesh transmission Arid $1399•• 1
gas mileage is phenomenal-over 60
'miles per gallon

-OWNERS
Murray

K

MARINA AILS
753-7227

Town(I Country
Yamaha
Hwy 94 East Murray, Ky
753 8078

1
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Calloway Beats Mayfield, 6-3,
With Six Runs In Final Inning
MAYFIELD, Ky. — It has
taken four years and seven
innings, but Calloway County caught up with Mayfield
in baseball yesterday as it
rallied for a 6-3 win with six
runs in its final chance.
The
win
brought
t'alloway's record to 3-0 as it
prepares to face Marshall
Coun‘y and Murray at the city park today and Wednesday at 9 p.m.
This was a tremendous
win for us," Calloway coach
Joe Stonecipher said. Our
kids played real good
defense and bit the ball
well.
In two innings before its
last chance, t e Lakers had
runners on s ond and third

base with nobody out in the
first inning and only one out
in the third.
And after Calloway let its
opportunities get away,
Mayfield struck for all three
of its runs in the fourth inning.
Marcus Moss started it
with a single and stole second base. After a walk,
Mayfield put its runners in
scoring position with a double steal, and Joe Prince
then lashed a two-run double
before scoring on an ensuing
single.
Mayfield came back in the
fifth inning to put runners on
first and second base with
nobody out, but Don
Hargrove relieved Eddie

Burgess to stifle the threat.
With Hargrove holding
Mayfield at bay the rest of
the game, Calloway took advantage of its last chance in
the seventh.
Tim Brown started the inning with a walk followed by
another walk to Dan Key.
Craig Darnell then reached
on an error by Moss at shortstop, scoring the Lakers'
first run.
Hargrove then helped
himself with a single to score
Key before Marty McCuiston
drew another walk. Kirk
Stark then walked to score
the tying run, and Bill
Berberich drove in the goahead run with a single.
Having started the inning

off well, Brown capped it
with a two-run single to
score McCiaston and Starks.
Hargrove then shut down
the Mayfield lineup in order
in the bottom of the seventh.
"(Eddie ) Burgess pitched
a real good game,"
Stonecipher said about his
starter, who had only one
bad inning. "Hargrove
followed strong in relief.
"We started with young
players three yeamago, and
it is starting toff. Experience and maturity pays
off."
Celloway
0000006— 6 5 1
Mayfield
0 0 3 0 0 0 0— 3 5 1
Eddie Burgess, Don Hargrove id)
and Craig Darnell; Latta, Seavers 4.
Sanderson 17i and Blalock 2B — Bob
Fry C i, Joe Prince MI
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PICKING UP THE PACE ALL AROUND — Both the
MSU hitting and pitching kept getting stronger yesterday as the Thoroughbreds romped for two more wins
to improve their record to 17-10, Ronnie Scheer
(above) smacks his second home run of the second

_
.*4-4,111
game on his way to scoring an MSU record-tying five
runs and driving in seven more. Doug Rice (below)
receives congragulations from catcher Jeff Oakley after striking out a season-high 11 batters on the way to
his first complete game this year.
Staff Photos By David Hibbetts

Thoma Leads Second Half Charge With Steals, 19 points

11/

Told that both Thomases
had been voted to the squad,
along with Wood, Landon
Turner of Indiana and Jeff
Lamp of Virginia ( which
beat Louisiana State 78-74 in
the consolation game),
Smith joked, "Gee, you
sports writers are smart."
North Carolina led for
19:59 of the first half, but Indiana regrouped behind its
three-guard offense and
finally took the lead 27-26 on
Wittman's jumper from the
right corner at the halftime
buzzer.
"I think the most important play of the whole
ballgame was the shot Randy hit at the end of the half,"
said Isiah Thomas. "It gave
us momentum, got us on the
right track. And we took it
from therel"
Actually, Isiah took it —
literally.
The Hoosiers started the
second half with an 8-2 spurt
that included a pair of steals
and layups by the cat-quick
guard. That made it 35-28
-and the North Carolina collapse was only a matter of
time.
With Jim Thomas playing
inside Wood's uniform,
stalking him all over the
floor, the Tar Heels could
manage just eight points in
the first 10 minutes of the second half. By now it was 4534 and Indiana, 26-9, was on
its way toward becoming the
losingest champion in tournament history.
"That's a distinction we
don't mind," said Knight.
"I'm extremely proud of this
team. We were 7-.5 in
December but they never
gave up. I've never seen a
group of kids stay with a goal
and work harder towards an
end."
And now the end is here.
The Hoosiers won 18 of their
last 22 games, including
their final 10 in a row. Ranked ninth in The Associated
Press' final poll, the
Hoosiers beat Maryland,
Alabama-Birmingham, St.
Joseph's and Louisiana State
to earn the spot in the final.
There they ran into North
Carolina, which finished 29-8
but had won 11 of its last 12
games before being shut

down by Indiana's tenacious those ingredients. We conman-to-man defense.
centrate on ourselves and
"Indiana was more ag- what we have to do. If we
gressive defensively than in decide the game,then the opour first game," said Smith, ponent doesn't matter."
referring to a 65-56 North
Knight, the center of conCarolina victory over In- troversy when he became indiana back in December. volved in a run-in with an
"We would have liked to get LSU fan over the weekend,
Wood the ball more, but Jim described his battle plan in
Thomas did a great job of terms similar to those used
overplaying him."
by his players.
Wood, who had scored a
"Ours is a game of doing
career-high 39 points in what we can do for the entire
North Carolina's 78-65, game," said Knight, who has
semifinal triumph over compiled a 231-68 record in
Virginia, 'was limited to 18 10 years at Indiana. "If we
points this time — and 10 of can do that — apply pressure
them came after Indiana on defense and maintain pahad broken the game open.
tience on offense — we can
Center Sam Perkins was break a team down over 40
North Carolirw's only other minutes."
double-figure scorer with 11.
The Hoosiers only needed
For Indiana, Wittman 30 to break down North
scored 16 and Landon Turner Carolina and its assorted
had 12. In addition, Ray • defenses, which Indiana paTolbert grabbed 11 rebounds tiently exploited. The last 10
and Jim Thomas handed out minutes were gravy.
eight assists.
"To see the way these kids
North Carolina shot 50 per- developed over the course of
cent in the first half to 38 per- the season was extremely
cent by Indiana, but trailed gratifying," said Knight.
by one because it committed "Coaching basketball in
five more turnovers than the general is very satisfying to
Hoosiers. In the second half, me personally. I coach
Indiana's shooters began fin- basketball the way I think
ding the mark. The Hoosiers the game should be played.connected on a sizzling 63
But this was a game that
percent and held the Tar almost wasn't played. The
Heels to 36 percent.
NCAA's Division I Basket"Indiana's second half ball Committee met twice
was as well as anyone's during the consolation game,
played against us all year," and it wasn't until President
said Smith. "I think Isiah's Reagan came out of surgery
two steals were the turning and was pronounced in
point in the game. He has stable condition that the
amazing quickness."
decision was made to play
was trying to help out the game as scheduled.
the big guys," said Isiah. "I
Down in Washington, 21
/
2
tried to anticipate the passes
hours after successful
and wag- able to pick them
surgery to remove a bullet
off. It's a matter of being in
from his lung, President
the right place at the right
Reagan was joking with doctime."
tors. According to a White
It sounds simple, but it
House statement, the presiisn't. It's the product cifrard
work, which is the only way
Knight knows to get things
done.
"Discipline is our success," said Wittman. "We
can't go like a lot of teams,
The Murray High basketjust get out and run. We have
to be patient, and that takes ball banquet, scheduled at
the high school cafeteria
discipline."
"You need discipline and tonight, will be at 7 p.m., not
composure to win," said 6:30 p.m. as announced in
Isiah Thomas. "We have yesterday's paper.

It was
stomach-.
Overhe
and in tt
where gi
dinner, T
replayed
day.
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ight Guides Indiana To NCAA Title
An AP Sports Analysis
By ALEX SACHA RE
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA ( AP) —
Bobby Knight can be arrogant and rude, haughty
and unyielding, scrupulously
honest and principled to a
fault. He is also, indisputably, a brilliant
basketball coach.
On a day marred by the
shock and sadness of the
shooting
of
President
Reagan, when serious consideration was given to
postponing the game in
deference to the tragedy,
Knight guided the Indiana
Hoosers to the NCAA basketball championship with a
marvelously orchestrated
63-50 victory over North
Carolina Monday night.
Isiah Thomas, the
Hoosiers' gifted sophomore
point guard, was voted the
outstanding player of the
tournament after scoring 19
of his 23 points in the second
half. But although Thomas
wore the ceremonial net
around his neck after the
game, Knight was the star of
the show.
•
After North Carolina
jumped in front 16-8 in the
first 10 minutes, Knight
made the key strategic move
of the game. He switched 6foot-6 swingman Randy Wittman from guard to forward
to replace the foul-plagued
Ted Kitchel and brought
guard Jim Thomas off the
bench, going with a threeguard offense and putting
Jim Thomas on North
Carolina scoring star Al
Wood.
"We had trouble getting
our game started," explained Knight. ''I really thought
the crucial point came when
it was 16-8. Carolina had a
chance to take us out of the
game, but our kids did a
heck of a job hanging in."
-Maybe it was a bad thing
to get Kitchel in foul trouble," said North Carolina
Coach Dean Smith, who has
reached the Final Four six
times and the championship
game three times in his 20
years at Chapel Hill, N.C.
"In comes Jim Thomas and
he plays like he should be on
the all-tournament team."

Scen

Ad

dent gave his doctors a note
which read, "All in all, I'd
rather be in Philadelphia."
Knight knows the feeling.
The last time the tournament was held here was in
1976 — and Indiana won.
"My first thought after we
won it tonight was,'When is
the Tournament Committee
planning to come back to
Philadelphia?" he said.
"This has been a pretty good
town for me."

One Hitting Record Falls, Another Tied

Thoroughbreds Go At It Again
The Murray State baseball
team was at it again yesterday,that is, if it ever stow.
The Thoroughbreds set
one new team record, while
two MSU players tied an individual record, and also improved their season marks.
With a sweep of St. Louis,
13-4, and North Dakota, 22-3,
the Breds' brought their
record to 17-10, with Doug
Rice, 3-1, and Brad Taylor, 40, getting the wins.
In the win over St. Louis,
Rice reached an individual
season high for Murray with
11 strikeouts, while walking
only two batters and allowing just two earned runs for
his first complete game of
the season.
Rice, however, had to
share the game's most
noteworthy performance

with Scott Peck, who tied an
MSU record for runs scored
with five as he crossed the
plate in the first, second,
third, fifth and sixth innings.
Peck reached base three
times on walks along with a
single and a triple.
Peck had plenty of help as
Darrel White had three hits
in five at bats, including his
eighth home run of the
season, for three runs batted
in. Carrell had two his in
three appearances for three
RBI.
As easily as Murray won
the first game, the second
had even more in store.
Brad Taylor joined Rice
with his pitching prowess,
going the distance with 10
strikeouts and allowing no
earned runs.
But, once again, the'

Hurry!Stop in today!
•

records belonged to the hitters. As a team, the Breds
had 24 hits, two more than
the previous mark set
against Louisville in 1973 and
Arkansas State in 1977.
Ronnie Scheer, who had
had two hits in the first
game, had two home runs, a
double and a single in his
four at bats in the second.
Scheer's five runs tied the
record Peck had tied in the
first game and which had
tied last year.
Scheer's runs came in the
first, third, fourth, fifth and
sixth innings as he also
drove in seen runs. He was
also on deck before the game
was called and had a chance
to tie the single game record
for homers, runs batted in
and hits as well as break the
record for runs.

Another individual spark
came from Howard Quigley,
who blasted his second home
run of the season in his only
at bat during the game and
only...his sixth of the season
well over 400 feet.
For the day, Murray
finished with 35 hits in 73 at
hats for a .479 average, bringing its season mark to
.321.
si Lows.
0 0 0 0 0 2 2— 4 7 3
Murray
3 3 2 0 4 1 x — 13 11 4
Mark Mosely, Dave London 131,,
Greg Markway Si and Dave Finegan;
Doug Rice and Jeff Oakley. 2B — Jun
Woods ,S1.1, Dan O'Connell 1SL t, Darrel White (Mi. Carrell Boyd 1M I. 313 —
Scott Peck iMi. HR — White M
No, Dakota . .0 0 0 3 0 0 — 3 4 6
Murray
2 0 1 5 4 10 — 22 .24 4
Bob Hellem, Scott Edgerton 41, Les
Johnston 15i, Torn Stark 161 and Dean
Kraft; Brad Taylor and Lee Hutson,
Howard Quigley (61. 28 — Ryan
Koester ND), Peck M White 1M12,
R Scheer i MI. Hutson i Mi. Boyd r M
Keith Wisniewski M
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MHS Banquet
Set For 7 P.M.
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Flyers, Rangers Skate To Scoreless Tie
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK i• AP) — Two
coaches, 38 hockey players
"and 17,415 fans had one terrific time at Madison Square
Garden Monday night. And
they didn't even get to see
any goals scored,
The Philadelphia Flyers
and New York Rangers
skated to a frenetic scoreless
tie in a National Hockey
I,eague game punctuated by
free skating and outstanding
goaltending. It was the
Rangers' first 0-0 game in 11
years and the first for the
Flyers in nearly 10 seasons.
In the only other Nil,
game, Buffalo and Boston
tied 2-2.
"Who says you need goals
to make a game exciting"
asked Flyers Coach Pat
Quinn. "It was a very en-

joyable game and t was excited all night by it.'
His counterpart behind the
Rangers bench, Craig
Patrick, also had fun watching the Flyers Rick St.
Croix and Steve Baker of the
Rangers sparkle in goal,fending off threat after threat.
"It was a real good hockey
game," said Patrick, whose
team picked up a crucial
point in its drive for a playoff
spot. The Rangers now have
70 points and are tied with
Pittsburgh for 13th place in
the overall NHI, standings.
Washington, which is 17th —
16 teams qualify for the
playoffs — has 66 points.
"The last seven minutes
were really tough. You try to
keep everybody calm on the
bench or they can go out
ov.rexcited on the ice and
not do their job. Just Walter

injured Rangers center
Walter Tkaczuk, who
assisted Patrick) and I got
overexcited."
Neither Baker nor St.
Croix got hyper as the game
wdUnd down. St. Croix stopped 36 shots while Baker
blocked 26.
Baker couldn't remember
the last time he participated
in one.
"Maybe in bantams or
midgets," he said. "But I
can go home after this, rest
easy and prepare for the
next game.
"A shutout is the epitome
of what a goalie plays for.
There's no frustration
because it ended 0-0. If two
teams play well enough for
two goose eggs, that's how it
should be."
St. Croix had the tougher
saves in the first two

periods, when New York outshot the Flyers — who are
fifth in the overall standings
— 29-18. His best stop came
against Anders Hedperg, off
a nifty feed by Carol Vadnais, midway through the second period.
Baker shone in the third
session as Philadelphia applied constant pressure. He
was especially sharp in stopping Rick MacLeish and Tim
.Kerr late in the game to
preserve the double shutout
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NOW
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Sabres 2, Bruins 2
Boston's Rogie Vachon
was almost as spectacular in
net, stopping 31 shots. Peter
McNab and Steve Kasper
scored for the Bruins in the
second period, while Craig
Ramsay and John Van Boxmeer got the Buffalo goals ir
‘
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Scenes, Thoughts Of President Not Far Away

NCAA Championship Game Goes On
By WILL GR1MS1.EN'
AP Special Correspondent
PHILADELPHIA ( API
The game goes on.
The nation's president lay
in the hospital, wounded by a
bullet from a would-be
assassin's gun. Blood stained the side walk outside a
hotel in Washington, D.C.,
where three others were
gunned down by the same
spitting weapon.
In Philadelphia, tragedy
came in and took a seat
among the some 18,000 wildly cheering fans and blaring
bands at the Spectrum.
There, the Indiana Hoosiers
and the North Carolina Tar
Heels played for the NCAA
basketball championship.

ioi,
k

It was an in
ruous,
stomach-knotti
ne.
Overhead in the p ess box
and in the Ovations Room,
where guests gathered for
dinner, TV sets played and
replayed the tragedy of the
day.

There Was a fleeting picture of the pained president
being shoved into a
limousine, then closeup
shots of White House Press
Secretary James Brady,
prostrate on the sidewalk,
blood pouring from a hole in
his head, the felled Secret
Service agent and a wounded
Washington policeman.
Principals in college
basketball's most spectacular show and the NBC
network deliberated over
whether the game should be
played.
When reports came from
Washington that the president was out of surgery and
the prognosis was good,tournament chairman Wayne
Duke directed that the game
go on as scheduled.
A minister from North
Carolina University stepped
onto the hardwood floor and
asked divine help for the
president and the other
wounded.
The ball was tossed. The

Luzinski Joins List
Added To Chicago

arena became a bedlam of goes on. The sun will come Football League drew
porn
pom-wpving up. Our not doing something criticism when he
failed to
cheerleaders and blaring is not going to solve the pro- declare a suspension in the
bands.
blems in America
NFL
It was a tough decision, the
If that were the case, he
Martin Luther King was
propriety of which became added,"we might as well not slain in Memphis in
April,
the subject of debate
play out of deference to all 1968. Funeral services were
Here was the country the black kids being killed in held at his church
in Atlanta
undergoing another of the Atlanta."
while golfers were practicagonizing tragedies of recent
Duke, then Commissioner ing for the Masters in
years — the assassination of of the Big Eight, recalled Augusta,
not many miles
President John F. Kennedy that he had been compelled away.
and brother Bobby, the to make a similarly sensitive
Many felt that the Masters
senseless slayings of civil decision after the assassina- should have
cancelled acrights leader Martin Luther tion of President Kennedy in tivities for
just that one day
King and Beatles star John November, 1963.
to express its sympathy for a
Lennon.
"We had the traditional great American.
To some, it seemed like a Nebraska-Oklahorna game
It's television which has
time for quiet reflection and coming up on Saturday, brought wars,
tragedies and
introspection.
three days after the presi- death into our living rooms
Senator Ted Kennedy, who dent's death," he said. "We and made
them an instant
lost two brothers, went on didn't know what we should part of our
lives.
national TV to plead for a na- do.
The shooting of President
tional war on hate.
"Bud Wilkinson was then Reagan in Washington — as
Where does the violence director of the President's those which
have struck
come from? What can be Council on Physical Fitness. down other
great perdone about it? Would it gain *He called Bobby Kennedy sonalities of our time
— is
us anything to dispense with who told him the president woven into our very
conone of our traditional exer- would have wanted the game sciousnesses by the
big
cises in fun and games?
played."
magic eye that seems to
Coach Dale Brown, whose
It was. However, most col- have no limit to its scope.
Louisiana State team lost to leges suspended games that
That's why it's hard to pay
Virginia in a third place weekend and so did the much attention to
Isiah
preliminary, acknowledged American Football League Thomas battling Al Wood
for
that he and his team came to under Commissioner Joe the basketball while
the
the arena with heavy hearts. Foss,
president lay in a hospital
"I don't see any impact in
However, Commissioner having come so close to
not playing," he said. "Life Pete Rozelle- of the National death.

By HERSCHEL NISSEN- ger Reggie Jackson has a
SON
partially torn plantaris tenAP Sports Writer
don and had his right leg
First Ron LeFlore. Then placed in a cast. Jackson is
Carlton Fisk. Now Greg expected to be sidelined a
Luzinski. Any resemblance minimum of two weeks and
- between this year's Chicago probably will miss the
An AP Sports Analysis
the last 16 years, needs just
Many of the Pittsburgh's
White Sox and last year's season-opening series beginOne in a Series
74 hits to break Stan Musial's big guns played hurt or were
club is purely coincidental.
ning April 9,
By HERSCHEL NISSEN- NI.record.
sidelined — right fielder
"As of today, I think the
Jerry Mumphrey drove in SON
The key to Philadelphia's Dave Parker, first baseman
rest of the American League four runs, three with a
AP Sports Writer
season probably will be how Willie Stargell, center
West has to consider us seventh inning homer, as the
Will success spoil the much injured pitchers Larry fielder Omar Moreno (96
seriously," Eddie Einhorn, San Diego Padres beat the
Christenson
and
Nino steals), third baseman Bill
Chicago's new president, Oakland A's 11-5 and Ted Philadelphia Phillies?
Madlock, second baseman
After almost a century of Espinosa can contribute.
said Monday after the White Simmons knocked in three
-We can win again, and I Phil Garner, first basemanfailure,
the
Phillies
won
purchased
Sox
slugger runs with a single and homer
outfielder Bill Robinson, pitthink we will," says Green.
Luzinski
from
the and Larry Hisle also their first world championIn 1979, the Montreal Ex- cher Don Robinson. Comship
in
1980,
thanks
mostly
to
Philadelphia Phillies for an homered as the Milwaukee
pos wound up two games ebacks are essential from
undisclosed amount of Brewers nipped the Chicago brilliant seasons by Steve
behind Pittsburgh in the NI, them, as well as left-hander
Carlton
and
Mike
Schmidt.
money. "Now we have the Cubs 9-8.
At the age of 35, Carlton East. Last year, they won John Candelaria and relief
power we didn't have."
Jerry White had five hits,
five fewer games but came ace Kent Tekulve, who
The sale of Luzinski, 30, including a two-run homer in 24-9) led the National
within one of the Phillies in slumped. All the injuries
climaxed days of rumors the 10th inning, as the Mon- League with 24 victories and
gave left fielder Mike Easter
another runnerup finish.
that he would be leaving the treal Expos defeated the 286 strikeouts in 304 innings,
"The experience of con- .338,21 homers)a chance to
world champion Phillies, Kansas City Royals 8-6. The ranked second in earned run
and captured secutive pennant races going: reach stardom.
especially since they ac- Expos rallied with six runs average 2.34)(
Veteran Jim Bibby (19-6)
down to the last weekend of
quired Atlanta outfielder off Renie Martin to tie it in the Cy Young Award.
the season will definitely is the ace of the pitching
Meanwhile,
Schmidt
MVP
Gary Matthews last week.
the ninth,three on a triple by
help this club in the late staff but the 6-foot-5
led the majors with 48 home
The White Sox' new-found White.
stages of 1981," says fastballer is 36. Candelaria,
and
topped
runs
league
the
power was missing Monday.
Dan Ford tripled home two
Don Robinson and Rick
Manager Dick Williams.
Instead, home runs by Cin- runs and scored during a with 121 RBIs,342 total bases
He lists two problems. The Rhoden also will be in the
cinnati's George Foster and three-run fourth inning as and a .624 slugging percenfirst is the void in left field rotation, with Grant
rookie Dave Van Gorder the
California
Angels tage.
created when Ron LeFlore Jackson, Enrique Romo and
The modern-day Phillies
keyed a 12-hit attack and defeated the Cleveland Inopted for free agency and newcomer Victor Cruz joinare far removed from the
backed the six-hit pitching of dians 4-3.
jumped to the Chicago White ing Tekulve in a bullpen
Mario Soto, Doug Bair and
Pinch hitter Claudell 1950 Whiz Kids. Carlton and Sox;
the other, however, is which Tanner considers "the
Tom Hume as the Reds Washington singled home relief ace Tug McGraw are
no more serious than finding best in the world."
handed the Sox an 8-3 exhibi- the winning run in the 10th 36, catcher Bob Boone 33,
Any similarity between
a backup for workhorse cattion defeat.
inning as the Atlanta Braves first baseman Pete Rose 40, cher Gary
the 1980 and 1981 St. Louis
Carter.
The Phillies, however, bat- edged the Houston Astros 4- shortstop Larry Bowa 35,
Rookie Tim Raines, who Cardinals is purely cointed around three times,scor- 3.
and left fielder Greg Luzinstole 77 bases in 108 games cidental. Manager-GM
ing five runs in the first and
ski
Luzinski,
is
gone.
whose
Gary Hoenicke capped a
as a second baseman in the Whitey Herzog's housecleanseventh innings in a 15-3 rout two-run eighth inning with a 223 career homers did not
American Association and ing disposed of Ted Simof the St. Louis Cardinals.
game-winning single, giving figure in Manager Dallas
five more in 15 games with mons, Pete Vuckovich,
Rob Wilfong collected four the Baltimore Orioles an 8-7 Green's plans for 1981,
the Expos, will get a shot at Rollie Fingers, Ken Reitz
singles for Minnesota and victory over the Texas especially in view of the rereplacing LeFlore, who led and Leon Durham.
cent acquisition of outfielder
Glenn Adams drove in four Rangers.
The starting eight features
the NI, by swiping 97 in 139.
runs but the Twins lost to the
Dwight Evans belted a Gary Matthews from the games. Raines flops,
War- plenty of hitting, speed and
If
Pittsburgh Pirates 9-8.
solo homer leading off the Atlanta Braves, was sold ren Cromartie will return
to defense. It has free agent
Despite home runs by eighth inning and then cap- Monday to the Chicago
left field after a year at first Darrell Porter behind the
Pedro Guerrero and Steve ped a Boston comeback with White Sox.
base and Willie Montanez plate,an infield of Keith HerGarvey, the Dodgers bowed a three-run shot in the ninth,
Lonnie Smith, who replac- will be the regular first nandez, Tom Herr, Garry
to the New York Yankees 6-4 his fifth and sixth spring ed Luzinski more and more
Templeton and Ken
baseman.
as Bucky Dent's two-run homers, leading the Boston as the season progressed, is
Raines, second baseman Oberkfell, with Sixto Lezhomer and a two-run triple Red Sox to an 8-6 victory the only regular under 30, Rodney Scott
(63 steals ( and cano, Tony Scott and George
by Dave Winfield keyed a over the Detroit Tigers.
and that includes second center fielder Andre Dawson Hendrick in the outfield.
five-run sixth-inning rally.
Darrell Evans' two-run baseman Manny Trillo, (34) give the Expos loads of
To cure the pitching
Winfield's long ball came homer helped the San Fran- center fielder Garry Maddox speed
in front of Carter and shorts, Herzog traded for
just . in time since the cisco Giants defeat the Seat- and right fielder Bake the
rest of the power people Bruce Sutter, baseball's
Yankees learned that slug- tle Mariners 6-5.
McBride, along
with — right fielder Ellis Valen- premier reliever. Starters
Schmidt and Matthews. The tine, third baseman Larry Bob Forsch, Lary Sorensen
speedy, aggressive Smith Parrish and Cromartie. and Silvio Martinez must
gave the Phillies a new Chris Speier will again be produce big years.
dimenson by stealing 33 the shortstop.
Outfielder Dave Kingman
basesjn only 100 games. The pitching staff is young is back in New York to hit
Carlton and Dick Ruthven and talented. Steve Rogers balls over buildings and first
Rusty Staub
(17-10) are a solid lefty-right and Scott Sanderson were 16- baseman
punch and Marty Bystrom game winners and Bill returned as a free agent. But
(5-0) was an impressive Gullickson is on the verge of except for center fielder Lee
rookie in September. Boone, stardom. He fanned 18 Mazzilli, the rest of the
' a superb defensive catcher, Chicago Cubs in a lineup is punchless. Rookie
hopes to rebound from an September game. A veteran outfieldbr Mookie Wilson
off-year with the bat and bullpen includes Woodie adds speed.
Rose, who failed to bat .300 Fryman, Stan Bahnsen and
The fine young Neil AllenJeff Reardon bullpen won't
for only the second time in Elias Sosa.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Bowling
Standings

NHL Standings
By Ile ammetnard Press
Unikenaor
Patel Deem
66 L T GE GA Ph
NY Maness 4317 14 MI 252 104
Phedelphia
4133 14 311 36666
37 27 13 313 MIS 87
0
C40118
Y Rangers
3131 14 XS 314 70
Wellington
34 35 18 775 38S NI
Smythe Delos
ll-St LOW
44 16 16 138 Al 104
Cher&
39 32 15 293 3116 75
Vancouver
30 IS 278 214 75
Edmonton
2733 15 310 319 69
olorado
22 44 11 al 33136
wirnw
036 12 = rn 31
Wale tees.:
Nee Mem
Montreal
C33 D 319 231 97
Los Angeles
42 23 12 321 276 96
Pittsburgh
3133 12 293 3* 70
Hartford
3131 18 7* 357 A
Detroit
19 41 16 240 321 54
Adonis Deer
Buffalo
31 19 20 317 237 96
Roston
3631 13 Xr7 263 04
Minnesota
3277 i7276 252 13
Quebec
3136 17 298 XG 75
Toronto
2737 1331i 358 67
xklintised Seam title
Simstay's Gases
NY Islanders 5. Washington 4
Philedelphia 4. Flanked 1
(tow) 4. Dana 3
,
1'rion 5, Pillabirgh 2
Quebec 4, Montreal 0
Dilorado 2, Yenned
Mirnenga 4, Vancouver 2
Mmulay's Games
Boston 2, Buffalo 2, be
Philidelphia 0, NY Rangtrs 0, be
Tway'. Gees
Proatargh at Quebec
Sew York Islanders a Merle
Xiouis at Mursesta
Dare M Weary
Wirepeg at los Angeles
Wednesday's Games
Quebec at Hartford
Chicago at Tome,
Colorado at Edmonton
W.lnilmit at Vanuaner

Will Success Spoil Philadelphia?

Knight Joins Select Coaching Circle
Now at your Toy,,ia
dealer your Toyota is cheaper to Meet:
than belie We ve lowered the pnces of the most basic services
and parts tune ups, oil changes. air and oil filters, spark plugs even
batteries We sell the genuine Toyota Ma(ntenance-Free Battery with
improved cold cranking performance which gives you more power
for all-weather start-ups and doesn t require the addition of water
for up to a full 6 years under normal driving conditions For Toyota
service specialists and genuine Toyota parts, plus new everyday
pores, bring your Toyota to the people who know Toyom,

1111.C. pces

TOYOTA

Hatcher Auto Sales
515 S. 12th
Mammy, Ky.
Phew,753-4161

PHILADELPHIA I AP) —
Bobby Knight joined a select
circle Monday night. He
became the seventh coach in
the 43-year history of the
NCAA basketball tournamalt to win the title twice.
His Indiana team beat
North Carolina, 63-50, to win
college basketball's biggest
prize for the second time in
five years. It's sort of like
having your footprint in
Grawnan's Chinese Theater
Only six other coaches
have accomplished the feat.
Look at the list of the
coaches who have won the
national title more than once
John Wooden ( UCLA),
Adolph Rupp (Kentucky),
Jucker (Cincinnati), Phil
Wolpe*,(San Franciscoj,
Henry lba (Oklahoma State I

and Branch McCracken (Indiana ).
Bobby Knight is controversial. He admits it. It seems
you either like him or hate
him.
Everybody,
however,
agrees on one thing. Knight
is one of the premier basketball coaches in the world.
Knight isn't bashful about
his genius as a coach, but he
chose to credit his players
for the 1981 accomplishment
because they came so far.
"I've never seen a group of
kids stay with a goal, work
harder toward that end (the
championship) they had set
for themselves, never losing
sight of the fact they had to
improve," Knight said.
Then, he explained his
philosophy of coaching.
•

''Ours is a game of doing
what we want to do the whole
game," he said after beating
the Atlantic Coast Conference champions.
"If we can do that, our
ultimate objective is to
break down a team over the
whole 40 minutes ... If we can
stay with our defense and,
pressure the ball and stay
with our offense and be patient, we're going into the
last part of the game and
we've gotten control.
The Indiana coach belongs
to a group who have won
both NCAA and National Invitation Tournament titles.
He was the youngest head
coach to win 200 games, then
300. He now has 333, losing
only 118 for a percentage
close to .740

get a chance to save many
games unless starters Craig
Swan, Pat Zachry and Randy Jones are over their arm
miseries. Rookie Tim Leary
has been called -the next
Tom Seaver." He'd better
be.
Having finished last with
Sutter and Kingman, the
Chicago Cubs decided to try
It without them. The newlook Cubs hope to blend
newcomers Steve Henderson
and Leon Durham in the outfield and third baseman Ken
Reitz with NI bat king Bill
Buckner at first base, shortstop Ivan DeJesus and pitcher Rick Reuschel. Lefty
Ken Kravec, acquired last
week from the crosstown
White Sox,should help.
PREDICTION: Montreal,
Philadelphia, St. Louis, Pittsburgh, New York Chicago.
Next: NL West.
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44
48
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55
564
41
624
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611
139
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814
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191
183
112
226
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508
517
512
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835
619
171
171
159
154
150
146
142
1 40
41
137
137
137

Transactions

By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
BALTIMORE
ORIOLES—Sent
Brooks Carey and Mike Boddicker,
pitchers. and Dallas Williams. otittickler, to their minor league camp for
reassignment
CHICAGO WHITE SOX—Purchased
Greg Luzinski. outfielder, from the
Philadelphia Plulbes for an undisclosed amount of cash
MINNESOTA TWINS—Traded Ken
landreaux center fielder, to the Las
Angeles Dodgers for Mickey Hatcher.
third baseman. Kelly Snider, first
baseman. and Matt Reeves, pitcher
NEW YORK YANKEE.S—Optioned
Steve Balboni, first baseman. Brian
Ryder and Andy McCaffigan, pit.
risers, and Juan F.spino, catcher. to
Columbus of the International law;ue
Signed Dive lemanczyk. pitcher, for
a tryout
National Leage
CINCINNATI REDS—Sent Greg
Mahlberg, catcher, to their minor
league camp for reassignment
NEW YORK METS—Sent Tom Dixon and Ed Lynch. pitchers. Bruce
Rocky, catcher. Brian Giles and Ron
Gardenhire, infielders, and Mike
Howard and Sergio Beltre, outfielders,
to their minor league camp for
reassignment,
ST LOUIS CARDINAIS—OptioraU
Jeff Little. pitcher. to Springfield of
the American Association
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.51
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Exhibition Scores
By The Associated Press
Monday's Games
Balumore 8, Texas
Boston 8, Detroit 6
New York Al,6, Los Angeles 4
Montreal 8, Kansas City 6, 10 innings
Pittsburgh 9, Minnesota
Cincinnati 8, Chicago I Al.i 3
Atlanta 4. Houston 3. 10 utnusgs
Philadelphia 15, St lotus 3
California 4, Cleveland 3
Milwaukee 9. Chicago tNt,18
San Diego 11. Oakland 5
San Francisco 6, Seattle 5
Tuesday's Games
Minnesota vs Boston at Wirier
Haven, Fla
Kansas City vs Chicago (Al. it
Sarasota. Fla
Baltimore vs Montreal al Wed
Palm Beach. Fla
Toronto vs Philadelphia at Cie.-,
water. Fla
Detroit vs Pittsburgh at Braden':UL.
Fla
Atlanta vs Houston at Cocoa, VI,
Cincinnati vs Los Angeles at
Beach, Fla
St.loms vs New York NIt,t
St Petersburg. Fla
California vs Cleveland at Tuns
Ariz
Oakland vs Milwaukee at Sun Cis
Ariz
Seattle vs. Chicago NI, at Mer.a.
Ariz
San Diego vs San Francisco -ut
Phoenix
Texas vs New York ,Al,i at F
Lauderdale, Fla.

It pays
to spend a little more
for a John Deere

For a limited time, •
you can spend a little less
Many of the first John Deere Lawn and Garden
Tractors built in, 1963 are still runnin'g Proves you
get what you pay for Now, save on John Deere.
quality products. Lawn tractors or lawn and garden
tractors are $10 per horsepower off You save $80
to $200 Eight other popular products are reduced
$2 to $80 off suggested retail prices Spend a little
less on a lot of quality during John Deere Downto-Earth Values days All offers expire May 31
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President 'Stable, Good Condition

Doctors Expect No Problems After Operation
By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
API laxiors made a six-inch inciacross President
sion
Reagan's chest Monday and
removed a bullet from the
chief executive's lung during
a two-hour operation
The president was said to
be in stable and good condition" with an "excellent"

P

progrucas for recovery, a
spokesman for George
Washington
University
Hospital said.
The president was shot by
a gunman during an
assassination attempt Monday afternoon as he left a
Washington hotel where he
had delivered a speech to a
labor gathering. Reagan's
press secretary, James
Brady, was gravely wound-

ed in the attack and two
Lawmen were also shot
De. Deena tyLeafa. of the
hospital said a single bullet
had entered Reagan's chest,
ricocheted off his seventh rib
and penetrated three inches
into the lower left lob of his

"The
Nbullet wait removed
and then the incision was
closed_ He's stable and in
good condition. The prognosis is excellent," O'Leary
told reporters.
He said the operalon took
two hours because the
surgeons spent part of the
•"'He was at no time in any time ascertaining that
serious danger," said Reagan had no blood in his
O'Leary of the 70-year-old abdomen, "and indeed he
president
had not"

wog

O'Leary said surgeons
made a six-inch incision in
the president from just
underneath his left nipple
over to his armpit.
He called Reagan "an elcellent physical specimen.
We do not anticipate any problems." He said the president was likely to be in
moderate pain for a day or
two, but could not predict
how long he would be

hospitalized.
O'Leary said Reagan did
not suffer any permanent injury.
He said the president was
given five units of blood
before surgery, but none
during surgery.
The surgery on the president was performed by Drs.
R. Ben Aaron, a cardiovascular surgeon on the
hospital faculty, and Joseph

Giordano, the head of the bleeding points in the lung
hospital's trauma team.
and there,was no involveO'Leary called it "a sim- ment of the aorta "
ple penetrating bullet wound
into his left lung and that
He said the president's
Was It.
lung was reinflated "and he
O'Leary said the bullet has a couple of chest tubes
was distorted as it hit the in.
seventh rib.
He said a test called a
He said surgeons explored peritoneal lavage was perthe area and determined formed to make sure that no
"the heart was not involved blood was in the president's
at all. There were no major abdomen
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THE SHOOTING — Photos, taken from television replays, illustrate the events of Monday's attempted
presidential assassination outside the Washington Hilton Hotel.(From top left, clockwise( President Reagan
waxes to the media as he exits the hotel following his address to a union convention. As shots are fired,

Secret Service and FBI agents and Washington policemen grab the alleged assassin, John Warnock Hinckley.
Officials give assistance to Service Service agent Timothy McCarthy and presidential press secretary James
Brady, wha were wounded along with the president and Washington, D.C. policeman Thomas Delahanty.
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Alleged Assassin Undergoes Psychiatric Testing; Hearing Set

-

By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON lATh —
An emotionless John Warnock Hinckley Jr., a wealthy
oilman's son described in
court as an irresponsible
drifter under psychiatric
care, was ordered held
without bond today on a
charge of attempting to
assassinate
President
Reagan,
Hinckley,
25,
of
Evergreen, Colo., was held
at an undisclosed location
and was ordered to undergo
psychiatric testing today to
help determine his competency to stand trial, U.S.
Attorney Charles F.C. Ruff

said. A preliminary hearing
was set for 10 a.m. EST
Thursday.
There was no immediate
indication of a motive for
Monday's shootings which
wounded Reagan in the
chest, left White House press
secretary James S. Brady in
grave condition with a bullet
wound to the brain and injured a Secret Service officer and a Washington,
D.C., policeman.
Both the White House and
the FBI said there was no
evidence of a conspiracy to
assassinate the president.
"There's nothing at this
point to indicate motive or
conspiracy,"
FBI

spokesman Roger Young
told reporters.
But he added it would be
-foolish if you etch that in
stone at this point."
In Raleigh, N.C., Harold
Covington, a leader of the
National Socialist Party of
America, said Hinckley once
was a member of the neoNazi group but quit in 1979
because "he felt that we
were not sufficiently militant for him."
Wearing blue prison-type
clothing, Hinckley appeared
subdued throughout a 45minute midnight hearing
Monday at the federal courthouse two blocks from the
Capitol ag the U.S. attorney
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filed formal charges and a
federal magistrate advised
the defendant of his rights.
In addition to attempting
to assassinate the president,
Hinckley was charged with
assaulting a Secret Service
officer. .
Attempting to kill the
president carries a maximum sentence of life imprisonment, while the
charge of assaulting a
federal officer is punishable
by up to 10 years in prison
and a $14,000 fine.
At Thursday's hearing, the
government must present
enough evidence to convince
the magistrate to bend the
case to a federal grand jury.
The sandy-haired Hinckley, represented by two
court-appointed lawyers,
often answered "Yes, sir"
when Magistrate Arthur L.
Burnett asked if he
understood his constitutional
rights.
Reporters waited more
than nine hours for Hinckley
to arrive at the heavily
guarded courthouse, and
then they were frisked by a
U.S. marshal before taking
their seats.
Ruff told Burnett over
defepse objections that the
FBI' interviewed several
people who knew Hinckley,
including his parents, who
described their son as
"wandering, aimless and irresponsible."
According to the prosecutor, Hinckley has, never
been employed, has enrolled
and dropped out numerous
times from Texas Tech
University and has been
under psyciatric care_
He was arrested last Oct. 9
in Nashville, Tenn., and
charged with illegal possession of three weapons, and
ended up forfeiting his bond
in that case.
-When he was arrested
Oct. 9, President Jimmy
Carter was present in that city," Ruff said, adding that
Hinckley purchased another
weapon on Oct. 13.
The assassination attempt
against Reagan came at 2:25
p.m. EST Monday as the
presidential party left the
Washington Hilton Hotel,
where Reagan had delivered

a speech seeking labor support for the economic program. The gunman fired six
shots from 10 feet away,
among a group of reporters.
Secret Service spokesman
-Jack Warner said it was "too
early to have any statement
on where we failed or what
went wrong. The fact that we
live and work in a
democracy has to be taken
into consideration. We live
literally in a free society."
The Secret Service said
Hinckley was not listed
among the 400 people it considered to be potential
assassais or among the
25,000 less likely assailants
whose names are stored in a
Secret Service computer.
In Colorado, family attorney Jim Robinson confirmed that Hinckley was
under psychiatric care.
"His evaluation tifriat--1
alert anyone to the
seriousness of his condition," Robinson said. He
described
Hinckley's
parents as "heartbroken"
but would stand by their son.
Hinckley, whose father is a
wealthy Evergreen oilman,
applied last October for jobs
at both of Denver's daily
newspapers, according to oficials at the Rocky Moun-
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tain News and the Denver
Post.
Harold Covington, of
Raleigh, N.C., a leader of the
National Socialist Party of
America, said Hinckley was
once a member of the neoNazi group but quit in 1979.
Hinckley's two court-

appointed lawyers, Stuart
Fisk Johnson and Ed
Wilhite, argued at the hearing that since this was not a
capital crime, Hinckley
shwa be released on bond.
Burnett informed Hinckley that he was not required to make a statement

or enter a plea at the proceeding.
Hinckley told Burnett, in
response to questions, he had
no job, no bank accounts,
owned no land, buildings or
real estate and could not pay
a lawyer $1,000 as a fee.
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1 Questions Raised On Who Would Run Country
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By DONAU.)M.
ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON I API For a few hours, as Ronald
Reagan lay under the
surgeon's knife, there appeared to be confusion
Who's running the country'
Reagan, because no effort
was made to suspend his
authority.
Vice President George
Bush, because Reagan, after
all, was unconscious in the
operating room and hardly
able to exercise the
presidency.
Secretary of State Alex-

ander Haig Jr., several
heartbeats from authority,
but actually at the White
House, presiding — as senior
Cabinet officer — over the
Cabinet meeting convened
during the crisis of attempted assassination_
In any event, Bush said
later'
The American
government is functioning
fully and effectively."
There was no confusion today.
Bush was standing in for
Reagan at meetings with the
Cabinet and congressional
leaders and at a working
lunch with the prime
minister of the Netherlands,

but White House aides made
it clear he is not "acting
president."
Doctors said Reagan,
listed in "stable and good"
condition after surgery to
remove a bullet from his left
lung, could resume command of the nation from his
hospital bed.
Asked Monday night who
was commander in chief,
deputy White House press
secretary Larry Speakes
replied: "The president is
the commander in chief."
That didn't seem so clear
in the harried hours after the
shooting Monday.
Hush was in Texas, trying

to sell Reagan's evonninuc
program. Secretary of State
Alexander M. Haig ir and
most of the other senior
government officials were in
Washington.
Haig went quickly to the
White House and told
reporters: "As of now, I am
in control in the White House
pending the return of the
vice president."
Speakes and David
Gergen, the White House
staff director, refused to be
drawn into a discussion of
whether Haig was overreaching his authority in appearing to take charge at the
White House.

Asked whether there was former White House chief of plete
communications veer for national security
any discussion among top staff under Richard M Nix- throughout
the day and the affairs.
administration officials on, was "informally helping officers
of the federal
Speakes refused to say
after the shooting about to inordinate activities" governme
nt have been what was discussed at the
whether to invoke the after Reagan was shot
fulfilling their obligations meeting except the general
presidential disability provi"We were all very ap- with skill and with
care.' situation."
sions of the 25th Amendment preciative that he was
Bush said.
Later, Bush met at the
to the Constitution, Speakes here," Gergen said
At the White House session White House with the presianswered:
Bush, who learned of the with Bush, there were eight
dent's wife, Nancy, who had
"There was really no need shooting on a flight between Cabinet
secretaries, in- been at the hospital until
for it. The information we Forth Worth and Austin, cluding
Haig. Also taking after her husband came out
were getting was optmustic Texas, flew back to part
were Edwin Meese Ill of surgery'.
almost from the first."
Washington immediately, and James A. Baker III,
Bush spent the night at the
He added there had been landing at Andrews Air Reagan's
two top White vice presidential residence,
"no cause" for the president Force Base about 6 30p.m.
House aides and Richard V. about three miles from the
to turn over any of his
-We've had full and com- Allen, the presidential
ad- White House.
authority to Bush.
He said there was a nonstatutory arrangement for
Bush — and after him, the
secretary of defense — to
assume "command authority" should the need should
arise. A White House source,
who refused to be identified,
said Speakes referred to
military emergencies.
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Brady Fighting For Life, May
Suffer Lasting Brain Damage
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API —
White House press secretary
James S. Brady, fighting for
his life after being gravely
wounded in an assassination
attempt against President
Reagan, was reported in improving condition today, but
doctors said he may have suffered lasting train damage.
Presidential spokesman
Larry Speakes said White
House physician Daniel !Inge
visited Brady this morning at
George Washington University
Hospital and described him
"serious but improving."
Reagan is recovering in the

same hospital from a bullet
wound in the chest. Ruge Ltsted
the president in "exceptionally
good condition" today,
Speakes said.
Brady, 40, the father of a 2year-old son and a college-age
daughter, was shot Monday
afternoon a few feet from
Reagan. A .22-caliber bullet
entered his forehead at the
temple, passed through his
brain and came out the other
side. Brady crumpled to the
sidewalk, dropping face down,
blood spilling from his wound.
Inches from his body, Secret
Service agents wrestled a
suspect to the ground.
Brady underwent nearly five
hours of surgery in which
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Several Speak Out On
U.S. Violence After
Assassination Attempt
By TIMOTHY HARPER
Associated Press Writer

pro-

At, in
le had
aunts.
igs or
3t pay

secretary James Brady, a
Washington policeman and a
Hollywood postponed its' Secret Service officer.
biggest party, churches '-,,"Violence and hatred are
stayed open late for the alien to everything that this
stricken faithful and world country is about," Kennedy
and national leaders decried said. "They do not bring
American violence after the about a change in policy.
shooting
of
President They deny what is best in our
nation.Reagan.
Three former presidents
The American and New
took the news with sadness.
York stock exchanges
In Tokyo, former President
suspended trading. The NaGerald Ford, who escaped
tional Collegiate Athletic
two assassination attempts,
Association championship
said, "This incident is very
basketball game in
disturbing, but I don't
Philadelphia was delayed
believe it reflects the atfor a moment of silent
titudes or actions of
prayer.
Americans as a whole, I
In Los Angeles, the don't want
to condemn the
Academy of Motion Picture entire population
."
Arts and Sciences postponed
Richard Nixon, in New
from Monday night to York, had "been in
touch
tonight its annual gala with Washington,"
and he
awards ceremony, which and his wife, Pat,
were
was to open with a taped "praying that we'll all
be
tribute to the film industry able to live in a
saner
from Reagan, the former ac- world," said
Tricia Nixon
tor.
Cox, the Nixons'daughter.
Across the nation, hushed
And former President
"Oscar" parties stayed Jimmy Carter said he and
sober as movie fans instead his wife, Rosalynn, "join the
watched television replays entire nation in prayer for
of the attack and updated the wellbeing of those
medical bulletins from wounded and for their
Washington.
families."
"With our prayers for
Former Alabama Gov,
those who have been wound- George Wallace, crippled for
ed must go our resolution to life in a 1972 assassination
rid our society of violence attempt, said he was
and to commit ourselves to "thankful" that Reagan's
do everything that we life had been spared.
possibly can to eliminate
Vice President George
hatred and the causes which Bush said he was heartened
contribute to hatred in our by doctors' reports that
society," said Sen. Edward Reagan would recover and
Kennedy, D-Mass.
added, "I can reassure this
Kennedy, whose brothers nation and a watching world
John and Robert were that the American governassassinated in the 1960s, ment is functioning fully and
was provided Secret Service effectively."
protection in the wake of the
Messages for Reagan were
attack which wounded pouring into Washington
Reagan,.presidential press from the watching world. '
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State Leaders Express Emotions From Monday
MICHA EL ESIBIU
Associates'Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky..(AP —
Dismay. Shock Sadness.
Prayers. Vivid and painful
recollections of as.sassinabons of the past.
Those were among emotions and reactions expressed by Kentucky political
leaders Monday after the
assassination attempt on
President Reagan.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr
releaSed the following statement' "All Kentuckians are
shocked at the tragic wounding of our president and
those accompanying him.
For years the general public,
national organizations, and
the press have expected
open public access to our
commander in chief and now
- after five presidential
assasmation attempts in 18
years - it's time to insure at
all costs the safety and protection of our president as
our top national security
concern.
"Our prayers and support
are with President Reagan
and those injured and with
their families."
Former Sen. John Sherman Cooper, one of the three

living members of the WarCommission that inren
vestigated the assassination
of President John F. Kennedy',said,"I was stunned."I recall the assassination
of President John Kennedy."
Cooper said. -It is always
vivid in my mind." ..
Cooper said he heard
about the Reagan shooting
'Just after it happened. I
went down to listen to television.''
Cooper said he ,shd not
know how a president could
avoid the risk of such incidents.
"I don't think there is
anything he can do," Cooper
said. "The president of the
United States is the leader of
the country, and if he is to
exercise that leadership,
which I'm sure we all want
him to do, he must move
through the country.
"He must be close to the
people and he must speak to
organizations, even those
that oppose his policies,"
Cooper said. "You can't seal
off the White House."
"I have seen the president
since he took office and
shook hands with him,"
Cooper added. "I'm hoping
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Gov. John V. Brown has
officially proclaimed March
as Social Work Month in
Kentucky. In a formal proclamation on March 4 he
stated that trained professional social workers in Kentucky address human problems both directly and effectively in both crisis and
everyday situations.
This is done in a variety of
private and public settings
including mental health
agencies, schools, hospitals,
courts, nursing homes,
public social service agencies, children and youth programs, as well as in private
practice. He further stated
that these professionals need
the informed support of Kentuckians in order to maintain
and improve the quality of

This Wednesday, April 1,
two events will be held on the
Murray State University
campus focusing on ethical
issues in current medical
practices.
At 1:30 p.m. a case study
workshop will be conducted
for students and professionals in the health and
helping professions.
At 8 p.m. in the Nursing
Hall auditoroiurn, a public
forum will be held on "Recent Trends and Ethical Implications Arising From
Brain Death."
The major presentation
will be given by Dr. Carson
Strong, ethics professor at
the University of Tennessee
Center for Health Sciences
at Memphis,Tenn.
On a panel making
responses to Dr. Strong will
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situation like this has to oc- ed. Everybody around here cident was or course,
cur It isn't new,- he said is stunned. Everybody is just senseless and tragic beyond
from his Lexington law of- shocked.
words. Our prayers and our
"He's only been president thoughts are with the presifice.
"It goes back as far as for two months and dent and the other wounded
Harry Truman. I don't know something like this happens individuals as well as their
Former Governor Louie B. anything else we can do to to him."
families.
Nunn, said "It's a double avoid it. We should make the
Sen. Wendell Ford, in a
"We need to know about
tragedy to me because of
natty for it as much more statement from
his the circumstances affecting
long standing and personal se
Washington office, said: the young man who made
than what it is.
relationship with the presi"I've been asked by many this attack on the president
Repu
dent and the fact that he is chairman Liz Thomas said, people for my reaction to before making judgments on
the president.
'My prayers are with him this attempt on President what this means about our
"It's a great tragedy that a The whol( country is stunn- Reagan's life. There is no country. It is certainly a sad
way to understand such a day and a shockingly repugsenseless act. And I can only nant turn of events, but this
sum it up this way.
time we can only hope and
"I feel terrible about what pray for the best."
has happened. And it should
Rep. Hal Rogers, R-Ky.,
make all of us stop and think called the shooting "just a
about what we're allowing to horrible event.happen to ourselves and to
Rogers said the shooting
Tuition is 820 for the (ley- our society. Let us pray for occurred next to his office
social services to individuals will also have the opportunithe recovery of the president building.
and groups.
ty to form new personal long event ($10 for students I. and those who
were wounded
"I'm very' hopeful. I'm reIn conjunction with the strategies for coping with CEU credits are also
and ask God to help this na- questing all the people in
available. Further informacelebration of March as stress in their own lives.
tion as only He can in our Kentucky and in my district
Social Work Month, the PurPresentors of the program tion can be obtained from time of need."
to keep the president in their
chase Area Unit of the Na- include Carol Schneider, Mitchell at 1021 247-5346 or
Sen. Walter "Dee" Hud- prayers, and to hope for the
tional Association of Social Ph.D., director of the from the MSU Social Work dleston released
the follow- recovery of the president
Workers I NASW I is sponsor- Biofeedback and Stress Department,762-2231.
ing statement from his and the other persons who
Co-sponsors of the
ing a workshop on Stress and Management Group at the
Washington office: "The in- were injured," Rogers said.
Stress Management. The University of Colorado, and workshop along with NASW
workshop,to be held on April Edgar Wilson, M.D.,a physi-. are: Murray State Universi3, at the new Murray State clan in the Wholistic Health ty, West Kentucky Regional
Health-Mental MSU S
Student Center is open to all Clinic at the University of Mental
Retardation Board, Inc.,
interested persons.
Colorado.
Participants in the proDr. Wilson is a diplomat of Human Services Association
gram will examine the rela- the American Board of and the Kelley Psychiatric
tionship between stress and Family Practice and focuses Clinic
The Murray State Univer- Concerto in g minor, by Max
illness and will become his private practice on
Symphony Orchestra, Bruch. This performance
sity
familiar with causes of preventive medicine and
conducted
by Prof. Neale B. with the orchestra is in parstress, learn ideas for coping high-level wellness. Both
Mason, will be heard in its tial fulfillment of rewith stress, and be able to presentors have published
annual spring concert on the quirements for the Bachelor
identify the physiological books on self and preventive
evening of April 2, at 8:15 of Music degree. Ms. Ottand psychological implica- health care.
p.m. The performance will way, originally from Evantions of stress. Participants
Early registration is enJerry Dower will speak at be in Lovett Auditorium on sivIle, Ind., is now serving as
couraged but registration on
concertmaster of the Univerthe Marshall County High the University Campus.
the Conference Day is possiSchool on Saturday, April 4,
Featured on the program sity Symphony.
should
Preregistration
ble.
Completing the program
at 8 p.m.
will be a performance of
be sent to: Robert C.
Tickets are $3 in advance Dvorak's "New World" will be a seldom performed
Mitchell, ACSW Chairperster overture by Beethoven, writand may be purchased in Symphony. The comp
son, Purchase Area Unit,
Murray at Dennison and lived with friends in a C ch ten as part of incidental
be Ms. Lou Ann Atkins of the NASW, Mayfield Com- Hunt's. The event is being community in Ioyea for me music which he has commisMSU Department of Nurs- prehensive Care Center, sponsored by the Benton time, and became fascinated sioned to write for a perforing; the Rev. Dr, Paul South 10th St., Ext.,
Kiwanis Club.
with the folk music of mance of the play, "The
Blankenship, pastor of South Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
America. While he did not Ruins of Athens," and also
Pleasant Grove United
use actual themes, the sym- the impressionistic tone picMethodist Church; Dr. Hal
phony is filled with melodies ture by Delius, "A Walk to
Houston, Murray surgeon;
in the authentic style and the Paradise Garden." This
and Dr. Franklin Robinson
character of the music of the is an intermezzo from the
of the MSU Department of
American Negro, and the composer's successful
Philosophy and Religious
American Indian, but ad- opera, "A Village Romeo
Studies.
tapted to his typically 19th and Juliet," and paints an
Moderating the panel will
century' Romantic style. idyllic scene where imaginabe Fred Morton of the United
Most familiar will be the tion is allowed free rein.
Campus Ministry staff.
This concert is one of a
plaintive theme of the seThe Bioethics workshop
cond movement in the style series of offerings by the
and forum are sponsored by
of a spiritual, and, with Department of> Music of the
the pre-rned and nursing stuMaking
words added, has become University.
dent organizations at Murknown as the song, "Goin' available opportunities to
ray State together with the
the community to attend
Home."
United Campus Ministry;
Also featured Will be Ms. concerts by the major perand has been made possible
Constance Ottway, senior forming organizations of the
by conributions from various
violin major, who will per- University free of charge as
university and community
DEAR ABBY: I have a message for MISSING SOME- form the Finale of the Violin a public service.
organizations as well as
THING who said she felt like "half a woman" because she
from private citizens.
.ost both breasts following a bout with cancer:
I went through exactly the same thing, and I can honestly
say
that I still feel very much like a woman even though I no
00P5!
longer have breasts.(I no longer have cancer either, which
is much more important!)
It sounds as though your attitude toward meaningful
relationships is based entirely on your "boobs." If so, you
The city of Murray is requesting sealed
need a complete reassessment of values. If you are so
bids for the following materials.
shallow as to feel that your desirability and worth as a
01 Corrugated metal culvert pipe
woman flew out of the operating-room window, then the
malignancy in your head is far more devastating!
02 White rock
BOOBLESS AND ALL WOMAN
#3

Governor Proclaims March As
Social Work Month In Kentucky

POPCORWPOPCORN!
GET YOUR POPCORN
HERE SEEM THE
GAME ENDS!

SLUGGO--I WONDER IF
SLUGGO IS
GOING TO
IRMA'S
MASK
PARTY
TODAY

get on
to society
and
anything else. I'm just concerned. I hope it's not
serious_ I'm sorry about Jim
Brady. He's a friend of

Medical Practices Events
To Be Held At MSU

MMWM WNW MMIOM
WMEM MEM MMIMM
MIMMEMM MAME
ME=
MEM=
MEOW MMEM
WWM WNW= WWW
•
WME
WM
WNW MEM MUM
WM= MEM
WMMEM
MEMO
WMEMMW •....
WMME
.•• mum mom
umm ammo

EASY NOW-JUST GET IT
OVER THE PLATE _ONLY
ONE MORE OUT...

and pray ing that he which they normally knockrecovers."
ed before coming in — came
U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins bursting in and said to turn
was two blocks from the Ott the television, that there
shooting in his office prepar- had been a shooting two
ing for a meeting with blocks away involving the
Agriculture Secretary John president.
Block when he learned of the
He said the halls in the
incident.
building were virtually emp"I was sitting in my office ty.'"Everybody is glued to
preparing for this meeting their television," he said.
with Secretary Block with
Larry Forgy, who directed
two staff members and Reagan's Kentucky camanother staff member paign, said, "I don't want to

AWFUL
OH,
rM

IT'LL SAVE ME
BUYING A MASK
FOR THE
PARTY

GLAD

Lwow •••••ss

DEAR ABBY: May I say something to MISSING SOMETHING? It may comfort her. I just lost a wonderful wife to
whom I was married for 3/
1
2 years. It was a second marriage
for both of us'.
When I started dating this lady, she told me that she had
had a double mastectomy 24 years before. She wasnLt sure
how this would affect our relationship, but she felt It best
that I knew.
I assure.xou, I loved her and accepted her as she was,and
we had a lagautiful and fulfilling relationship. Never did I
allow her toVieel like "half a woman." I miss her terribly. She
died at 72. tkIust turned 69.
NOTHING WAS MISSING
DEAR ABOY: Four years ago I, too, had a double
mastectomy and, like MISSING SOMETHING, I also felt
like half a woman. I was only 28 and thought my life Was
over. Thank God, three months after my surgery my
wonderful physician referred me to a fine reconstructive
plastic surgeon. Abby, that plastic surgeon performed a
miracle! I now have a beautiful figure —.much more
beautiful than before.
I met a woman in the hospital who had had a double
mastectomy 20 years before, and she only recently knew
that this type of operation was available. Please let your
readers know about it, Abby. Some physicians don't even
mention it.
BORN AGAIN IN MONTANA

LINE UPAT Ti-4E
OFFICE FOR
MEDICAL
INSPECTION!

55

HILDA QUAGMIRE
LOANED ME HER
TYPEWRITER

HOW

oo n-tey

LOOK 50 FAR
1

PNE,Esur WHO 15
A5OF QWERTY7

DEAR ABBY: Six weeks ago I had a left mastectomy.
Thank God that the cancer did not spread. I was barely out
of recovery when my doctor started urging me to seek
reconstructive surgery.(He doesn't do it, but referredpe to a
surgeon who does.)
The 12-inch scar is not a very pretty sight! My kind and
loving husband of 28 years is not repulsed by it, but ',would
not want to expose a "new man- in my life to the trauma.
Abby, please do your readers a favor and make them
aware of the modern miracle of reconstructive surgery. I
suppose we "survivors" should be grateful we're allge, but
we shouldn't be made to feel that all we're entitled to is
survival.
BEEN THERE

3 ai

L LegalAotice

Crushed rock and-riff rap
04 Class AG bag mix concrete
05 5it bag mix concrete

Specifications on above may be picked
up at the City Clerks Office, City Hall,
Murray. Sealed bids must be turned in
to the aboye office not later than
Wednesday April 8, 1981 at 5:00 p.m.

2. Notice

otice

,Bible Facts. Free Store for
the needy. 759-4600

71 Bunk SI:0mA, one
owner, ,311,000 Hi, Is.
colleet condition. 11 to 30
lope $3500. 753-1313.

Lost. Large brown Labrador
Retriever with yellow eyes
759-1718

Call Bill's Upholstery for all
your upholstery needs. We
have thousands of feet of
durable Scotchguard cloth
as well as many hyde and
vinyl Behind Dairy Queen
Call 753-8085
roll stretch sod
your ourdlerrorA

DEAR READERS: If you are interested in this type
of surgery, contact the American Society of Plastic
and Reconstructive Surgeons, or the American
Medical Association, in order to obtain the names of
hoard-certified surgeons. I should add that this type
of surgery is not for every woman, but it has done
wonders for many.
•••

Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send El plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.

Carter Studio
4)4 Main

1St 8798

_

If you are' 'interested in a
morning Weight Watchers
class, call 753-0816 Of 7530126
Moviog? Spring cleaning?
Have items you don't want?
Call New Concord Auction
Barn We will pickup, sell
and mail you a check Call
436-5353

rSTI

Custon
buddy!

CR

Will
garden
753-01

14.-11

Gentle
Call 49

Want
table
475-23

Want ti
474-88

Want ti
beds. 4

18' Ca
cle, 4(
natural
more v
dryer. I
753-16
pm, 75

For sail
baby st
dog ken

for sale
chicken
stand.(

Galvani;
posts,
lines.
Hardwa

Like in
stereo,
and spe
Craig /
track,
speakerr
coffee t
8465

Minnow!
$1: Nil
dozen:
box; 9
stingers.
trotlines
trotlines
rigs, 3
Grocery,

Oregan
3/8" pi
$1.99, t
Wallin Hi

Snapper
26-, 2£
$5.99 e
ware, Pa

Tomatoe
351 tact

16Mon

Cornmod
$43.99.
Paris.

Couch ft
beige wi'
Call after

For sale
suite. $1
desk, $7
9x12. $5
5 pm
12x12 I
13x12 br
with pa
5962.

Maple co
table: RF,
Provincia
round ta
brass lart
after 5 p;

Used car
759-1541

Used Filtr
cleaner,
$99.50 C,

TI

10. Bus. Opportunity
$190,000 PER
YEAR iPOTENTIAI4
WOULD YOU LIRE TO OPIN
TOUR OWN BUSINESS NANDUNG A PRODUCT TWAT,
- It needed Ay •"
,m,, "your ore,
allaovad 1,5 S A
• It parantead
nuthon ill
o
Woe 'no.per up n nvoonol

Hwy. 64

Als

• Now bang vsol tro 4argest carp in
moan ipcleral Stole Corny & Car

WOULD
We

f,a.p

Bentle
waitrel
person

17Au

BIBLE CALL
New
Testament
Church - It's Names 759-4444; Children's
Story -759-4445.

5. Lost and Found'

Will clean offices or
houses. Coll 7539587.

6.Ha

YOU

URI

A

611equires no hovel
.Nas inovadarre wane
'OM mom., rirsakel ncomo for
yawl
•71.at
b., prei,a•oui bonne"

KI

CAN TOW:
S 000 for nveaforv
,ronap
•tiv• comfartabho op SIN) 000 par
•OW
•Ilkaa a business P.am ref yeft
la.el of money
IP Ms AMIN a is, Cal Bob
Illertn Celan
404,4 3442,
11 at vow.
Wald Md. 3300 Surie” toad
Late 641
ktionto, Gowan 30341

Termit(
home b
the mo
treated
Control
Over
operate

S.
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7-11.4elk.
I. Help Wanted

17. Vacuum Cleaners 26. TV-Radio

Bentley s
kestaurant
waitress needed Apply in
person 1 PM to 1 30

sewing niaLhine full
cash price $69 50 20 year
guarantee Call Martha Hopper 13546521
New

7. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings Call 753-0984

Used 19 Lolor
abs
repossessed 25 color with
remote
monthly
low
payments warranted 7537575

1975 Ford 3000 diesel, 1974 Atlantic 12.60 2
1300 hours, 8' wheel disc, bedroom complete setup,
Will break and disc
three 14- plows Call 753 excellent condition Phone
gardens Call 753-5463 or
345-2411
3712 after 7 pm
753-0144
Scheville
2
Garden plows with 'wood 12x58
14. Want To Buy
handles double pointed bedroom mostly furnished
_
Gentle well mannered pony. shovel, mouldboard and 5 $3800 Call 753-8417
Call 492-8646 before 6 pm
prong cultivator. $2999 28. Mob. Home Rents
Want to buy Used card Wallin Hardware Paris
1260 trailer for rent See
table Call 474-9729 or Garden seeder plants 21 Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
475-2346 after 5 pm
different vegetable seeds Court. located Murray DriveWant to buy junk cars Call $39 99 Wallin Hardware In entrance
Paris
Two bedroom trailer, com474-8838
Want to buy two used twin 1,000 gallon water tank, pletely furnished very nice,
rubber tired wagon, 13' $150 per month Call 753
beds 474-2259
Krause disc. 2-row Massey 8964 after 5 pm
15. Articles For Sale Ferguson cultivator 492- Two bedroom furnished
8214
water furnished
$90
18 Canoe. 10-speed bicycle. 40.000 BTU hanging Set of three 12" Ford month plus deposit
natural gas heater. Ken- plows, spring trip good Highway 121 South Call
753-5405
more washer and Frigidare shape Call 436-2343
dryer Will sell cheap! Call Tillers, 5 hp, chain drive, Two bedroom, furnished.
753-1651 days -and after 5 Briggs 8 Stratton engines low utilities, Shady Oaks.
pm. 753-2477
$239 99 Wallin Hardware, $135 per month 753-7980
or 753-8087
For sale 10-speed bicycle Paris.
baby stroller, and chain link Wheelbarrows. $19.99: Two bedrooms, small quiet
dog kennel_ Call 753-4186
$29.99: $42.99: and 69.99_ court. reasonably priced,
$80. single or couple. Call
for sale. Metal fence posts. Wallin Hardware. Paris.
753-8216 after 5 Dm
chicken wire, and deer White, 4-row. no till
Two bedroom furnished
stand. Call 753-5677.
planter, 500 gallon water trailer, central heat and air
Galvanized clothes line barrel. 110 gallon stainless Call 753-4808
posts. 2"x84". holds 7 steel barrel 435-4235 after
Two bedroom trailer, in
lines. $16 99 a pair. Wallin 5:30
Shady Oaks Call 759-4592
Hardware, Paris
Like new. Craig AM-FM
stereo, 8-track turn table,
and speakers. $125. Also a
Craig AM-FM stereo. 8track, turn table, and
speakers, $50 Also a small
coffee table. $10. Call 7538465.
Minnows (rned.71 dozen,
$1: Nightcrawlers. $1.19
dozen: Redworms, $1.19
box; 9 hook metal -chain
stingers. 49t. 50 hook
trotlines. $10.00. 25 hook
Hotlines, $5 50: Crappie
rigs, 3/$1.19. East Y
Grocery, 753-8786.
Oregan chain saw chains.
3/8" pitch for 16- bar,
$7.99: for 20- bar. $8.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Snapper mower blades:
26", 28".' 30- or 33,
$5.99 each. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Tomatoe plants. 10t and
35t each. Phone 489-2224.

33. Rooms for Rent

19. Farm Equipment 27 Mobile Home Sales

9. Situation Wanted

20. Sports Equipment 30. Business Rental
Hang glider, flex wing. complete. $150. Call Dan at 1901-247-4163. Puryear
The Pistol People' Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville 'unction KY
164-117 Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5.(502)885-5914

22:Mirsical
New and used Baldwin
piano and organs, Lonardo
Piano Co . across from the
Post Office, Paris, TN.

Building in Chaiekind Shop
ping Center, complete with
heating, lighting and oir
Available
conditioning.
April I, 1981 Call 753
3018

Commercial building on
Olive Blvd.. formerly University Bookstore. Call 7532967 after 5 pm.
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-475S

30X 30X)
43 Real Estate

Rooms tor boys furnished
kitchen facilities, central
air and heat available for
summer and fall semester
One block from campus
1626 Hamilton Phone 753
8572 or 436-5479

-0111,

34. Houses For RIM
Five room unfurnished
house in the county $150
per month $150 deposit
required Phone 753-3293
after 5 pm
For rent 5 room unfurnished house Call 753-6944
House for rent 2 bedroom,
newly decorated. 121 Coldwater 489-2775
Two bedroom house, 1
bedroom apartment, 2
bedroom duplex. Call 1532967 after 5 pm.
Three bedroom, 2 . bath,
den, living room, kitchen
dining combination, fenced
backyard with tall hedge for
privacy concrete patio and
grill.
Excellent
neighborhood, on quiet
street near M.S U One year
lease required, $500 per
month. Available June 1,
1981. Call 753-5805 after
530 PM.
Three bedroom house, gas
heat. air-conditioning,
carpeted, washer-dryer
hookup. $200 plus deposit
753-2835.

35. Farms For Rent
For rent. Old farm house.
Call 753-3696 after 12
noon.

37. Livestock-Supplies
For sale 8 year old
Palomino horse. 5 gaited.
gentle, saddle and bridle.
Call 753-2615.
KEE MAR ARABIANS Book
your good mares for 1981
breeding season. Three
stallions. 753-6126.
Shetland pony for sale very
reasonable Call 492-8974
Two horse rbred trailer.
Ramp, walk-through door.
new floor, new tires, excellent condition. 7538654.

Thermos
losermeee A
Reel litete
Seethslele (sort Sq
Merrey, Keatecky
753-4451

Peraiel&

I'
,

Nu 157 lake front brick house 1
bed1,01,0 I bath kachen
neon *ell and pump heat
pumps fireplace. porch Woodshed Wooded lot Near level het
to water Lake frontage 117'
large garden spot Pneed at
151,000

"Was a time Inez, when two could
manage to starve as cheap as one,"

43. Real Estate .

43. Real Estate

ANOTHER NEW
LISTING
Attractive

COMMERCIAL

bedroom,

PROPERTY

3

2

bath

home approximately

with

all stock and equip-

one year old. Located
in small subdivision

ment i well establish-

halfway

2 car
lean up shop now
rented, 2 second
oor,3 rm,apts. with

Murray

assumable

appliances, gasoline

Phone 753-1222, Kop-

ed business),

between
and

Mayfield, Offered in
the

mid

$40's

with
loan.

business. Located in

perud

town

Real Service in Real

on

highway.

busy
An

ex-

cellent opportunity Call today for details
and

private

in-

spection.
IDEAL
BUSINESS
SITE
517 S. 12th B 4 zoning
approximately 11
/
2

acres, 285' frontage
on 12th St. Plenty of
room

for

building

with

apple

parking

count

high

for

Realty

for

Estate!
4-UNIT APARTMENT
BUILDING
Good rate of return
on this 2 story-, 4 unit
rental property.
Priced in the $50's.
r Assumable loan and
owner financing
available,
reasonable terms.
Phone 753-1222, Kap_perud Realty.

traffic

a

pro-

7

By owner
1 large bath, fully carpeted
ideal location Owner leaving town Phone 753-2378
after 5 pm.
For sale. 3 bedroom brick.
large kitchen-family room
with lots of cabinets Call
753-5791 or 753-2649.

47. Motorcycles

11P-

TERMITROL
WE
ES

FOR DEPENDABLE

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites You spend thousands of dollars for a
home but never think about termites - they
cause
the most damage next to fire Hove
your home
treated nowl 753-3914, Kelley's Termite 8 Pest
Control, IN-South 13th Street, Murray, KY

Over

33 years 'experience
operated.

Home owned and

MUR- CAL
APARTMENTS
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.

all

the

old

display

cases and many old
furnishings included
in sale. I,ocated in
old

Almo, property

includes a full city

3 bedroom units. One bedroom
handicapped units.

1, 2 and

•bloal

Ideal

restaurant

or

for
any

type re401 business

Apply Mon.•Fri. ii sot. I. I p.o

The nag& 641 North
502-437-4157
Fowl Mousing Ottetneturt.ty

including its present
use

as

a

General

Stare, $39,500. Phone
Kopperud
753-1222 for
details.

Realty-,
all

the

1969 MGC GT 6 cylinder
best offer 435
4374
$1500 or

1970 Toyota, 4-door
automatic with air, new
tires, and rebuilt engine
Excellent condition 474
2732

50. Used Trucks
197,3_ International truck
van,
106 model good
condition, price $2995 95
Call (9011 642-7190 ask for
extenSion.45 or 37

from

51. Campers

52. Boats and Motors

try
us
photogrophy

Weddong

Carter Studio
304 Mom

753 8798

ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING

vinyl siding and trim
Aluminum trim for brick
houses lack Glover. 7531873.
Aluminum Service Co.
aluminum and vinyl siding,
custom
trim
work
References Call Will Ed
Bailey. 753-0689
Bob's Home Improvement
Service Remodeling, painting, cement work general
home maintenenace and inspections. Free estimates
753-4501.
or

:dump) removed
yard or land

your

cleared of stumpsWe can
remove stumps up to 24'

,chool bus camper, nice A. condition Also 1977
Lhevrolet van extra clean
Call 436 2427

For sale. 1975 Kawasaki
175 mint condition. only
2350 miles. asking $675.
Outstanding gas mileage.
Call 759-1303
For sale 1980 model
Kawasaki K7-550, 2000
miles. Call 753-0928
For sale- 1977 Yamaha IT175 motorcycle. 800 actual
miles. Phone 753-3861
before.5 pm.
SAVE!! Discount parts and Concrete and block, brick
work
Basements.
accessories
Motorcycle
Parts 8 Service, 307 N 4th. driveways, storm cellars.
porches. 20 years ex759-1919 or 753-8292
Open afternoons 4pm-6pm. perience. 753-5476.
Carpenter Service_ New
Sat, 9am-3pm.
1976 Yamaha DT-175B dirt- homes, remodeling.
street Good condition, Only cabinets, decks. anything
2.800 miles $475. Call with wood, quality work.
Phone 753-0565.
after 6. 767-4455
1978 Yamaha XS 490 street Date Spencer's portable
bike, black and gold, ex- sand blasting and painting.
cellent condition. 6.000 Call 753-6626 or 753-5198
miles with lots 'of extras. Expert roofer for hire Fast,
neat, and cheap! Call 247Call 436-5347.
5163 ask for Daniel.

MOBILE HOMES ...
TENNESSEE HOME CENTER

Two bedroom duplex. ar)
pliances
furnished
available April 1st Phone
753-9400
Two bedroom duplex cen
tral heat and air outlets fat
washer and dryer built in
stove and refrigerator
Couples preferred No pets
$195 per month Call 753
9741
Vacant furnished apart
ment, close to University
$85 per month 753 9138
or 753-5292

K IK Stump Remeeii. Do

14 Aluminum fishing boat
and trailer $275 Call 7538401
For sale Lawrance fish
tinder. LFP 300. 5100 Call
No 359 Mobile home
corner lot size 1441124' 2
753-2855
Bedroom, one bath, cerdral gas
heat. 45 gallon electric water Luke new 1976 Somerset,
heater Window unit air- 18 ft inboard.' outboard
ondittoner, range, carport, tie,
165 hp Newly upholstered
1.nsris, taii utibly building
Sc, urity light Storm windows
753-3119 or 753-2723
Pine, Dogwood, Hickory trees.
MARINE SERVICE Evimude
811.500
- Johnson Mercury OMC
STILLIUT REALTY
Sterndrive and Mercruiser
i.e I. Kennon Broker
Murray Sport 8 Marine
19121 old,IV,Rd
718 South 4th, 753-7400
753-0186

Immediate possession
available on 3 attractive investment properties in Mursperous business.
ray. One is zoned for
Shop for rent, 4 miles south 38. Pets-Supplies
business Owners want of24. Miscellaneous
of Murray on 641 492AKC Great Dane puppies,
fers CO. Bondurant Realty,
Aluminum Martin houses, 8287
good bloodline 753-3749.
CANTERBURY 3 bedroom. 753-9954 or 753-3460
Linn Grove Market. 435- 32. Apts. For Rent
Dog obedience classes AKC 2 bath home designed for
4171.
Apartments for rent, near German Shepherds and large family. Enjoy spacious bvinfises, Developers, In
Lawn mower batteries. 12 downtown Murray. 753- AKC Australlian cattle dogs. great room with fireplace, dee't we& I. see this
Call 436-2858.
volt, 24 month guarantee. 4109.
large kitchen-dining area, 2 weep Ideal for me- 48. Auto. Services
Tor sale UKC registered car garage, and fenced
$21.99. Wallin Hardware, Almost
lec•t•il •1
new 2 bedroom
black and tan pups 753- back yard in this nearly new 11111sw•11 R••111 nod For sale 1964 Rambler
Paris.
duplex large rooms, apparts. 753-8877
home. Let us show you to- kingseteed DrIv•, this
16.Home Furnishings Oregan bars for Homelite, pliances furnished, washer 7502
y 49. Used Cars
Preltort7
.
1444.
,
11
41144
day
Spann
Call
Realty
41.
Public Sale
developed sheold mobs 25Commodes white A-grade. Poulan: or Echo chain Taws. dryer hook-up in utility,
Associates, 753-7724
30 lets Sep•rb leowtteve 1976 Chevrolet, high
$43.99. Wallin Hardware, 16-, $16.99: 20-. $19.99. private carport and patio Garage sale_ Monday
Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
deck. After 3-30 PM, ca41 through
swam. this weed isteeshweat mileage, extra clean, power
Paris.
Wednesday.
steering, brakes, windows,
teeth. hollers, tar today,
753-9574 or 753-6513.
Children's clothes, antiVery neat ha o bedroom
Couch for sale, brown and Purple Martin houses. 6'
locks $2000. Can be seen
home int town on quiet
ques.
odds
and
room.
$24.99.
room,
ends.
12
Apartments
306
Call
'for
rent.
Shroatbeige with herculon finish.
at 1510 Sycamore
street, get heat, and fvay
$36.99: 18 room. $49.99: Hale's Lock Shop, 753- Woodlawn.
Call after 4 pm. 753-2297.
Waldrop
carpeted. S21,500.
24 room. $59.99 Wallin 5980.
43. Real Estate
For sale- 5 piece living room Hardware, Paris,
Real Estate
PI Dodge Colt, good
For
rent:
2
bedroom
in
a
lifetime
Once
a
home
suite. $100: Executive style
Bode ield Center 7511.1707
excp.
condition,
desk. $75."13eige area rug. PLANTS Garden. bedding, townhouse apartment. like this comes along. The
gas
good
clean,
houseplants, fruit trees and carpet, range refrigerator, grounds of this stately two
902, $50. 753-0778 after
THE PRICE WILL NEVER BE
mileage. $1750 for
shrubs. Open 830-200, disposer,
dishwasher. story solid brick home gives
5 pm.
LOWER for lake front promornings, 5-7 PM evenings. washer-dryer hookup, cen- the
Quick Sale! 767-4441.
of a private
12x12 Gold carpet and Monday through Friday. 8-5 tral heat and air. Call 753- "estate" within the city
perty Owner will finance
down
can
$6000
and
you
13x12 brown tweed carpet. 'Saturday • Sunny Acres 7559 or 753-7550.
28 acre tract at lust 11%.
limits. From the entry hall,
have your own mechanic Build your own private 1974 Caprice. low mileage.
with padding. Call 753- Nursery, 901 Johnny
Furnished apartments, one to your right is a warm shop Owner will finance
5962.
jetreat in this beautiful all options. $1695 1953
Robertson road, 753-3619
or two bedrooms. Also spacious living room with the balance Call Vicki at
lake setting or take advan- Ford tractor, good condiMaple coffee table and end and Murray Sport Marine, sleeping rooms. Zimmer- fireplace, to your left is a
Spann Realty for more in- tage of an excellent invest- tion. $1695 1975 Honda
charming
library
with,
floor
table: green and rust strip 718 South 4th. 753-7400
man Apartments, South
ment Priced to sell quick- 125 motorcycle. Irite new.
to ceiling bookcases, to the formation, 753-7124.
Provincial arm chair; small
16th, 753-6609.
ly. Ask for Wendy at Spann $475 753-3942.
rear is the formal dining
round table with cloth: 2 25. Business Services
Realty Associates, 753- For sale 1978 Buick, 4074 - Schult Mobile home
brass lamps. Call 153-2765 For all your Avon needs call New 2 bedroom duplex. all room and compact kitchen
with pull out for rote. Lis tog
kitchen appliances, outside with storage in every cor7724
door. V6 $2500 1973 Imafter 5 pm.
753.6487.
s re t'entral electric heat
storage,
references. ner. On the second Hoot,
air Located on a large
pala, 2-door. V8. $350.
Used carpet for sale. Call 26. TV-Radio
lot.
Eacellent
deposit. No pets, 753-0814. you will discover three
753-9872
759-1541.
Assume monthly payment New 2 and 3 bedroom bright airy bedrooms with
1177
Sky
lin,
14170
with
cen17. Vacuum Cleaners on a new Magnavox t v.. duplex near University. the master bedroom haring tral heat and air, has house
1979 Olds Delta
it's own fireplace. This
paying only $7.96 down
type roof with large covered
Fireplace. Call 753-5791.
88, Royal Coupe.
Used Filter Queen vacuum
concrete patio
Large,
home has the charm of
Leach's Music 8 TV., in the
beautiful lot with city water
cleaner, full cash price,
air.
and
Power
shopping- One bedroom furnished yesterday, the comforts
Jim-Adams
Close to town.
apartment, one block from today and
$99.50. Call 1-154-6521.
One owner local.
the conveniences
center, Pans, TN.
M.S.U., couples only. no of tbmorrow. Won't you
1978 Holly Park - 3 bedroom,
$5 350.00.
GOOD INVEST2 bath with living neon addipets. gas heat and water come and let „Os give
tion. Central heat aid air.
MENT
you
PURDOM
furnished Mailable April your private
Fully furnished. This is the
tour today? Call
Three bedroom brick
Cadillac of all mobile
1st. $150. Call 753-1203,
olDSMOB1LE
759-1492 Offered by CENwithin
walking
homes. Located on a large
in
ith city water, good
PONTIAC
Two bedroom apartment, TURY 21 Loretta Jobs.
Iedistance
the
of
garden spot, fruit trees, and
kitchen appliances, washer Realtors
CADILLAC
.University.
This
grape arbor. Close to town.
Factory Direct - Coast to Coast
and dryer hookup. Deposit Hey! Hey! Want a garden
753-5315
house could be good
Best Quality & Lowest Prices
required. Call 753-0859
and a place for a horse? We
investment property
Professional Services - Easy Terms
as a rental, or would
Two bedroom duplex in have it! A 1 tract with 3
1978 Ford LTD station
Phone: 642-2281
be ideal for a young
Northwood Subdivision. Kit- bedroom brick home, barn
wagon Phone 753-6322
Hwy. 641 S. Paris, In.
Allerrey-C
oil.
vir•y
chen appliances furnished. with 8 stalls and fenced
couple's first home.
Comely Realty
1972 MG Midget good con
An additional
No pets Deposit required. pasture
Price just lowered
dawn $1500 Call 767
(502)7534144
feature is assumable VA
753-2965.
$3000 to $32,000.
2837
304 11 12th Si
loan with small equity ad
Phone 753-1222, KopTwo bedroom' furnished low interest rate Let us
Alarm, Ky 40071
Realty,
perud
apartment, very close to show you a great investbete. 416 74111
This Mari
eroodwo Dv.. 711 1715
THE OLD
University. 753-9211
Special
Mint You'll be glad you
l.____ IS1 24,9
1977
AMC Hornet station
COUVRY
Iwo bedroom furnished did Priced in the 540's. Of.
Shad,
- iii043
wogon
6
cylinder
To,Seeeagaid aee•••••
power
STORE
apartment and one efficien- fered by CENTURY 21 Loret7S14114
steering
cur -conditioned
Also household, lawn, Indoors
Lots of good propMy
cy apartment for a girl. Call ta lobs. Realtors, -7531/••••• MA.
52400,
and
lots
of good
753,1106.
1492
and outdoors!
HATCHER
memories go with
Two bedroom basemen,
AUTO
this unusual listing.
apartment. furnished
Now Taking Applications
Turn of the century
SALES
North 16th Extended, girl',
For
Professional Pest Control
SISSItlia
General Store with
or couples only 753-1318
space,

.976 Dodge Van customiz
ed 58 000 actual miles
$2950 Call 1-354-6217

4.lirrnes For Sale

'Professional Sen ices
With The Friendly Touch"

store

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered
•
for that personal touch
3 bedroom brick,

YD-MAJOR
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

rocery

50. Used Trucks

below, the ground leaving
only Sawdust and chips
Call for free estimate Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319
Licensed electrician and
gas installation seating installation and repairs Call
753-7203
Leaf raking fusband and
wife team $4 per hour
each Call Mon-Weds 1538877

f

WEST

KENTUCKY
ASPHALT
Coating one
seohng
755 1616,

MITCHELL BLACKMPPING
Commercial and residential Also patching, sealing,
and striping For estimates
call 753-1537
Mills carpet installation.
reasonable
rates,
guaranteed labor for one
year No vinyl please. Call
Gene Mills. 753-0901
Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning shaping
complete removal and
more Call BOWER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care 753-8536
SUNBIRD AIRLINES. Daily
commuter flights between
Murray and Nashville Can
489-2199
Expert air end

home

stereo repair.
WORLD OF SOUND
222$. 12th St.

753-51165

sharpen hand saws and
skill saws. Call 753-4656.
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also-have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Wet basement? We make
wet basements dry. work
completely guarenteed. Call •
or write Morgan Construction Co , Route 2, Box
4094, Paducah, KY 42001.
WilWeleWidWISait
or call day or night. 1-442Wit mow yards, deem yar7026.
ds, trio shrebs sad howl
Warning! Don't read this
nervy tothngs Call 7534947 after 530
unless you're in need of
ditiValVh1W1A.AWn roofing, carpentry, or electrical work. New or repair
Fence sales at Sears now. All
guaranteed Call Joe
Call Sears. 753-2310 for 753-9726 for
free estimate.
free estimate for your
needs.

FLOOR SANDING. Staining'
and finishing. Call 3546127.
Guttering by Sears. Sears
continous gutters installed
per your specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for free Will do lawn mower. garden
tiller. and chain saw repair
estimate
Quality work, pickup and
General home repair_ delivery available. Call 733Carpentry, concrete work. 4162 or 753-9952 anytime
plumbing. roofing, siding.
window and door in- YATES ROOFING. Shingle
stallation. Free estimates. roofs. new or redoofing, old
No lob too small. Colson roof removed, replaced, or
Construction, 474-2359 or repaired. hot asphalt built
up roofs. metal roofs
474-2276
painted, roof coatings: and
Heating, refrigeration, and roll roofing. All types roof
electrical repair
Bob's repair References furnishRefrigeration
Service, ed 18 years experience all
Hazel, KY. 498-8370 or work guaranteed Call "The
753-7829. Bobby Lockhart
Professionals- , 753-4596
or 901-642-0158 collect
AI'S Soper Shell
South 44 Street
msirrey
Complete
Auto
Repair. Fro* hobo with
oil old filter change.
753-7896.

57. Wanted
Family of four looking for
country building site near
Murray. Two to 25 acreswith woods and some open
land Call 759-4901

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. {Across from froisowirwirty Cent*.

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12753-3685
For Appointment

Murray Livestock
Et Trailer Sales
Several / boat trailers and
mobile' home wheels and
tires. Also have large variety
of nails at wholesale prices.
Also have name brand garden
insecticides and herbicides at
wholesale prices. Call 7535334 or see at 2 miles east on
94.
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Funerals 1

Curris....

Ms,

Eulus Outland Is
Dead At Age Of 79;
Funeral Wednesday

(
o Southwest From la 17 ilk' o
at this time, Hurt said Hurt's stateThe Yule was 4-1 in favor at illS111183of his Unruly
ment was inunediately followed by a
ing those charges Then, after the
"You're asking for some witness to
motion from Logan that the remainrecess, the regents voted 4-2 to drop
be given tenure forever," Bill Logan,
ing charges be dismissed as well. The
two other charges. They concerned
one of Currrs' attorneys charged
board then dismissed the rernairung
alleged mishandling of a $150,000
After the resolution was turned
T:ulus Outlafoot of Able.,
two charges.
federal grant for the campus radio
down, on a 4-2 vote, regents' attorney
died Monday at 6:30 p.m. at
Following the executive sesion, Dr.
station and the naming tit Wrather
Harold Hurt announced they "would
the Murray -Calloway CounCharles Howard, Mrs. Sara Page, Bill
Hall Museum.
be unable to proceed on four of the reCarneal and Dr. Ed Settle voted
ts Hospital. He was 79 years
Attorneys for both sides waived
maining six charges.•' The vote on
of age.
against removal, while Christopher
closing statements and the six board
dismissal was 4-1 with board chairand Woodall abstained. The vote in
The deceased was a
members beanng the charges went
man Ron Christopher voting no and
favor of dropping the charges was 4-2.
member of the Poplar Sprinto executive session to deliberate,
Jerry Woodall abstaining.
('our regents were barred from the
ing Baptist Church. Ths wife,
eventually deciding to drop the
At that point, the hearing was
hearings by a Calloway Circuit Court
Mrs. Vera Eldridge Outland,
charges. The closed session lasted
recessed
until
6:30 p.m. to allow atorder that said they were too biased
died Feb. 17, 1979. Born
about four hours, concluding at 11 15
torneys to prepare for the remaining
against Curris to take part. The board
March 21, 1902, in Calloway
p.m.
two charges arid for dinner. The sesstill plans to appeal that ruling and is
County, he was the son of the
Curris testified on his own behall on
sion did not resume until almost 7
challenging whether a special judge
late Seek Outland and Willie
one matter, saying it was not his decip.m., when the team of attorneys
had authority to remove the four
Manning Outland
sion not to seek state money to help
representing the board arrived. Hurt
members from the proceeding.
Mr. Outland is survived by
the Murray Fire Department buy
then announced to the board that they
The Kentucky Court of Appeals is
rite daughter, Mrs. Edwin
equipment to fight fires at high-rise
MISS MURRAY STATE FIRST RUNNERUP - Martha Lyle Pitman of
had decided not to proceed on the two
Jewel Maci Ahart, Almo
expected to issue a ruling on that
MSU dorms.
Murray begins her dance-gymnastics routine in the talent
comremaining charges.
Route One; one son, C. W.
challengeby April 6,attorneys say.
The city requested university' aid in
petition Saturday night from an over-sized chair constructed by her
-When we came in with our request
The four charges dismissed earlier
Outland and his wife, Mary.
the purchase of firefighting equipfather.
Photo By Barn 'ohms.)
prior to presenting testimony on the
Alino; one sister, Mrs. PerMonday were:
ment "capable of reaching all
four charges earlier in the day we
• That Curris misrepresented Ohio
na Mohundro, Vine Street,
buildings on campus so as to prevent a
401 anticipate it would be needed
Murray; two grandValley Conference funds that were
possible disaster in connection with
until
about
an hour before that re- deposited into the Murray State
daughters, Mrs. Billy
the university's high rise buildings."
quest," Hurt told the board. He said
Joyce Morton and Mrs.
University Foundation. The charge
. Curls said the reason the request
the attorneys had received a phone concerned $35,000 received by Murray
Don Iiackiel Spiceland; six
was not forwarded to Frankfort was
call Monday afternoon from the wife State from the OVC and concerned a
great grandchildren.
that he was informed by state officials
of one of the witnesses scheduled to 1979 televised football game between
that no additional money was
The funeral w
testify who expressed "concern about Western Kentucky University and
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
available from the fund, and they did
not know when it would be.
chapel of the Max Churchill
WASHINGTON, D.C. - gress. Thirty-six percent of
Hubbard indicated that the future of her husband at MSU who Morehead Spte.
•'That Curris transferred excess
Funeral Home with the Rev. Constituents of U.S. Con- those answering the question respondents were almost was untenured."
He said priorities, including inDr. Jerrell White and the gressman Carroll Hubbard are against the economic even in their views about the "Ever since four members of this funds from the construction of Waterstallation of smoke detectors in
Rev. Ronnie Adam, of- are clearly against a plan.
residence halls and dining rooms, had
55 mph speed limit. While board have been enjoined from par- field Library. Curris' lawyers said
ficiating. Burial will follow Supreme Court ruling which
been set by a committee headed by
Some 72 percent of those 48.5 percent said they favor ticipating, we have had a problem Curris was given the authority by the
MSU Vice President Richard Gray for
ill the Barnett Cemetery.
bans the posting of the Ten responding said they are efforts to repeal the 55 mph with several people who would like to state Finance Secretary to transfer
the money Murray already had
Friends may call at the Commandments in Ken- against a twice-a-year cost- speed limit, 51.5 percent said testify," Hurt said. He told the board excess funds to other departments.
• That Curris allegedly mishandled
funeral home after 4 p.m. to- tucky's public schools.
received from the fund.
of-living increase for retired they are against a move to that during the recess, the attorneys
had contacted others scheduled to $350,000 in funds.
day (Tuesday).
The other two charges on which the
Early' tabulations of Hub- federal employees. A total of repeal the speed limit.
• That some procedures used by'
board heard testimony claimed Curbard's annual questionnaire 28 percent favor such a
The congressman noted testify', including -townspeople on
ris refused to give information on an
reveal that a full 92 percent move.
that he is receiving hundreds both sides," who "informed us if the Curris concerning grants and conaudit in progress to regent Steve
Preliminary findings show of completed questionnaires board would not give university per- tracts violate general accounting proof those who responded to
West, and that he lobbied for
the Ten Commandments that 43 percent of those daily- in his Washington of- sonnel protection, they would respect- cedures. Curris' attorney called that
charge "ludicrous," saying the same
dismissal of third-degree burglary
question are against the re- responding think the Soviet fice since mailing the fully- decline to appear."
Funeral services for the
charges against a student after a
cent high court ruling. Only grain embargo should be popular constituent poll "Unfortunately, you're not going to procedures were used at other univerRev. James Carlin Lilly of
get the benefit of additional testimony sities across the state.
campus break in.
eight percent said they lifted. Some 57 percent are earlier in March.
Marion will be held WednesCarneal, Page, Settle and Howard
against the lifting of the emagreed with the ruling.
However, Hubbard added
day at 2 p.m. at the Central
voted to dismiss the three charges.
Hubbard Tuesday said bargo.
that because the response to
Baptist Church, Marion,
Woodall voted to dismiss all but the
that figure matches the
his 1981 questionnaire has
where he was a member and
charge involving the break-in, and
volume of mail sent to his ofbeen heavier than ever,"As
retired pastor, with the Rev.
Christopher voted guilty on all the
fice addressing the Ten Commuch as I would like to, I
Continued From Pag.
, Charles Cloyd officiating.
EST as Reagan emerged from a nar- charges.
mandments issue.
cannot possibly answer each
Burial will follow in the
Brady , 40, underwent nearly five row doorway - a private
Curris had denied Saturday that he
In another finding from
entrance
individual questionnaire.Mapleview Cemetery there
hours of surgery Monday afternoon reserved for security
purposes for interferred in the charges against
the March questionnaire,
with the arrangements by
and evening after a bullet passed presidents and other
dignitaries - Kenneth Gordon in connection with a
respondents say they are
the Tucker Funeral Home,
through his brain.
and headed for his waiting limousine, break-in and theft from a campus
overwhelmingly in favor of a
Marion, where friends may
"He obviously has significant brain its bullet-proof door open. The presi- building in 1979. Vice-president for
form of "workfare" urged
Tater Day activities have
now call.
injury and he is in critical condition," dent had just addressed the Building student development Frank Julian adby the Reagan Administra- been planned for Saturday,
Rev. Lilly, 84, died Sunday
O'Leary said.
and Construction Trades Department mitted to the board that he had called
tion.
Sunday, and Monday, April
at 6 p.m. at the Salem NursVice President George Bush flew of the AFL-CIO in the hotel's Calloway' County Attorney Max
"Should
able-bodied
4,
5,
and
6,
in
Benton
and
The
Rev
Don
Hilbrecht
ing Home.•
back to Washington after Making a ballroom.
Parker and asked him to drop the
welfare recipients rages 18- Marshall County for the has been named as
assistant speech to a cattlemen's group in Fort
He is survived by his wife,
Six shots rang out, felling Brady, charges but pointed out that he was
641 be required to perform 138th Tater Day observance, pastor of the
Christian Worth. Texas. He was given the presi- whose blood
Mrs. Mildred Lilly; seven
ran from a wound on the not directed by Curris to do so.
public service jobs in order according to Dr. Robert Mc- Fellowship
Church, dent's schedule for today - which right side of
daughters including Mrs. J.
his forehead; Secret SerMonday. Parker testified that he
to work off the value of the Crory, Tater Day chairman Briensburg.
He, his wife, marks the administration's 10th week vice agent
E. (Joyce) Spencer, formerTimothy' J. McCarthy:, who
was "satisfied- that Curris was inbenefits they receive?" Hub- for the Benton Kiwanis Club. Janice, and two
sons, in - office - including a Cabinet appeared to jump
ly of Murray. now of
in front of the presi- volved in the decision to make the rebard asked. A total of 98 perEvents on Saturday in- Timothy and Matthew,
Honolulu, Hawaii; two sons;
meeting, a conference with congres- dent; and police officer Thomas K. quest.
cent said "yes," while only clude: Tater Day Road Race reside on Hickory Route
2.
one sister; three brothers insional
leaders and a rqrting with the Delahanty.
The other charge heard Monday intwo percent said' no."
at 10 a.m.; A pony pulling at The new assistant pastor is
cluding George T. Lilly of
visiting prime minister of the
One eyewitness said the assailant, volved a request by faculty regent
In other findings from the the H. H. Lovett Park, Ben- a graduate of
Mountain Bi- Netherlands.
Murray: several grandstanding with a group of reporters
West for financial information about
March questionnaire, 64 per- ton, at 12 noon; Miss Tater ble Institute and Owasso
Colchildren and great grand"The president is an excellent along the presidential pathway. "just the university'. West testified that he
cenrof those responding said Day Contest at Marshall lege, Owasso, Mich. He
serv- physical specimen and we do not an- opened up
children.
wanted the data so he could prepare
and continued squeezing
they favor the budget cuts County High School gym- ed as pastor for six
years for ticipate any problems. He was never the
The family requests that
for upcoming board discussions about
trigger."
and tax decreases proposed nasium at 6 p.m.: Jerry the Wesley-an Church
and
expressions of sympathy
in any serious danger," said O'Leary,
Gerry Parr, the chief of the White
impending budget cuts.
by President Reagan in his Clower, well known come- has done mission
workl in dean for clinical affairs in the George House
take the form of contribuSecret Service detail, and one
West said he was not denied access
February State of the dian, speaking at 8 p.m. in Honduras.
tions to the Diabetes FounWashington University School of other agent pushed the president into
to the records but was told he could
Economy address to Con- the high school gymnasium
dation.
Medicine, where where Reagan was the car in the instant after the shots
-not have copies of them, only that he
with advance tickets being
Approximately $.60 billion taken in his armored limousine after were fired - first two, then four more
could inspect them and make hand33 and at the door $4.
is tied up in American shopp- the attack.
in rapid succession.
written notes.
The Sunday events will inPrices of stocks of local interest at II
ing centers which account
O'Leary' said the 70-year-old presiHinckley, who forfeited bond on a
Curris testified that the board has
.4 in brual time today. furnished by First clude: Flea market on Elm
for
about
half
of
dent's
all
the
"vital signs were absolutely charge of carrying handguns in
retail
not adopted a specific policy on what
of Michigan I'orp .4 Murray
Street, Benton, at I g.111,._
--business-frrthett:S.
rock stable throughout the whole Nashville, Tenn., on Oct. 9 while
information should be provided an inIndustrial Average
.12.07 Arts and Crafts Show from 1
thing." He said the bullet was found President Carter visited the city, was
dividual board member. Such a policy
Air Products
's to 5 p.m. in the new Benton
The Kodiare bear is the "several inches" from Reagan's shoved to the ground, placed in handAmerican Motors
4.. one
was proposed by- West at the Dec. 13
Community Building in the
Ashland
36.4+'.6
largest carnivore in North heart.
cuffs and taken away in a Washington
regents meeting but it failed on a tie
American Telephone
51.4+'s park.
America.
The - attack occurred at 2:25 p.m. police car.
vote.
Chrysler
P.uric
Monday events will inFord Motor
23-'1
clude: Flea market and Arts
G.A F
INTRODUCING 1981
General Dynamic
13716+.6 and Crafts Show continuing;
General Motors
53's +I
RABBIT DIESEL
.130 25-38 59
Tater Day Parade in Benton Federal-Stale Market News 505's-iceL'S 2 210-250 lbs
We Accept Viso
Store Hours
General Tire
25 unc
US
240-250 lbs
March 31,1981
$37 25-38 25
at 10:30 a.m.; national :Kentucky
Goodrich
EPA Mileage
274+
It Master Charge
7 o.m. till 5:00 p.m.
Purchase Are, Hog Market US 2-4 250-270 lbs
Goodyear
championship pulling con- Report mu-fades6 Buying Stations
56 MPG Hwy.
Monday thru Friday
layaways A eclable
Bel Air Shopping Center
Gulf On
US 1-2 2703501bn.
3.51:+
Receipts
$32 00-33.50
2441-5-I 456 Barrows & „,
test at 12 noon at the grands- Gilts .75-11Art.
Large hwentory
Heublem
lain, 12 p.m. Saturday
$32.00-34.50
00 I.er Sows steady to
Phone 753-3642
'
uS
$1.00 lower with decline in weights
1.3420-50011...
634.50-38.M
1
B.M
1
624
,
tand
park.
in
the
us 1-3 5004.50,,. $38.00.39,,,
To Choose From
.
e
oyer 500 tbs
2:Psb, 73'za
Jenco
40.50
Casey's Amusement Rides US 1-2 210-2401bs.
lbs.
$31 00-32.01i
Kmart.
0:0)50-hays US 2-3
-iCARROLL VWBoars
27.
few
75
39
011
Kuhn'i Big K
2'.+'s will be at the park in Benton
Pennwalt
Audi-Mazda
on Saturday, Sunday, and
Quaker Oats
34', uric
Texaco
Inc.
..37.'.', Monday.
U.S. Tobacco
The public is urged to atWendy's
It was incorrectly reported in the March 24 edition
tend the activities for this
that Ralph W. Worley was arrested by Calloway CounC F Fund
Tater
Day
0.50 annual
ty Sheriff's officials. Worley had turned himself in. He
observance, Dr. - McCrory
later was released in Mississippi on larceny charges insaid.
Actroc
stead of a i'med robbery'.
uru savatAS
The address for persons to order books for the new
cemetery' book by the Calloway County Genealogical
WWI
Society should have been P. 0. Box 954, Murray, Ky.,
Ky AP, USDA
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
41071 instead of the number ltsted in the column of
2000. represented slaughter steers and.
"Echoes('rum The Past" published Saturday'.
heifers steady, cows steady, instances
1976 Lincoln Continental
50 lower after opening fully steady;
The Murray ledger 8. Times tries to correct promptly any errors in
bulls steady. slaughter calves and
Mark IV
fad or clarify any misleading information appearing in news articles.
nesters untested early: feeder steers
That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need for
Block on black. burgundy interior, 75.000
: and heifers 'Steady; slaughter steers
miles, one ,
clarification please call 751-19111.
choice 115-1070 lb 5900-61 00. good and
owner, new car trade in, like new.
choice 810-1225 lb 57 90-59 20. good 970--

Hubbard Constituents
gainst Court Ruling

Rites Wednesday
For Rev. Lilly

Reagan...

Tater Day Activities
Are Scheduled
April 4-6 In Benton Rev. Hilbrecht
Named Pastor Of
Briensburg Church

INHABIT
A
RABBIT

Stock Market

Hog Market

Bel Air Decor

Corrections & Amplifications

1 111-1105

Interior Wall Paint - $6.95 gal. & up
Exterior Paint - 2 gal. pails $21.95

Exterior Paint - $12.00 per gal.

Livestock Market

ALL ON SALE NOW!

IF

Pre-Pasted Strippable Wall Covering

mow
1969 Ilaata-Liao Ilviatolwart
34 feet long, power plant, air conditioning, clean,
good condition

Carroll VW-Audi-Mazda,Inc.
alfe (bestow,

13341150

1250 lb 53 60-55 50, slaughter heifers
few choice 900th 5790. few choice 1045
lb 5600. good and choice 660.550 lb
55 75-56 M. good 850-1100 lb 49 25-.54 00.
commercial cows 41 51-4750. utility
42 00-45 00. high dressing 45 50-48 50.
cutter 39 00-44 75. canner and cutter
under 800 lb 34 0039 25, slaughter
bulls grade 1-2 1320-1720 lb 53 50-56 50,
grade 2-3 including overly fat offerings
1000-1630 lb 47 0043 25. feeder steers
medium frame 1 300-400 lb 69 75-74 75,
400-500 lb 6770-74,25, 500400 lb 67 2571 75 including 69 head string 5.55 It,
7132: 600-700 lb 62 25-6600 few 745-940
lb 57 00-62 95. large franw 1 385-498 lb
67 00-70 00. inedi an, frame
500 lb
-.9 75-67 00, 503-750 1b56 00-W 75, large
one 2 mostly Holsteins 475-515 lb
• 75-5950, 640-655 lb 52 50-54 60.
ifers medium frame 1 300400 lb
4,
0-6.3 2 . 400-500 lb 57 75-63 75, 500lb 56 50-62 70 including 63 head 523
0275, few 645-460 lb 56 75-59 50,
Medi= frame 2 300500 lb 53 0-57 00.
500-700Ih 49 00-56 CO
Hogs 1200, compared to Monday's
close barrows and gills 75-1 50ywer.
1-2 210260 lb 39 50-39 95, 2 220-N0 lb
39 25-39 50, 2-3 335-279 lb 38 50-39 25, 3
250470 lb 38 00.111 50; 91$1-310 lb 35
3700. sows fully steady. 1-2450450 lb
7000-4000, 450-500 lb 40 00-41 00, 500566 lb 41 6042 50, fear 610 lb 4200. 2-3
340-400 lb 13 75-35 50, boars over soo lb
11 50-33 70, ouster mo lb" 00-31 Is
Sheep 25 poorly tented -choice anid
fancy feeders 93 lb 40 00
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